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Item #: CMSB9229
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Alma & King Noah’s Court
When McKay Anderson goes on his mission, he meets a young girl 
whose imagination is just as musical as that of his little brother’s. Her 
imagination comes in handy, particularly when she faces peer pres-
sure at school. McKay (now Elder Anderson) shares with her the story 
of how Alma had to decide whether to go along with King Noah and 
his wicked priests or risk his life by standing up for the prophet Abi-
nadi.

Item #: CMSB7637
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: American Gunmaker: The John Browning Story

The Remarkable Life of John Browning.

Item #: RLEG305997
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.59

Title: Abide With Me

After the Edmunds Tucker Act was passed, hundreds of Mormon men 
were arrested for polygamy or unlawful cohabitation and sent to 
prisons. Families were always on edge, Wondering if Federal Marshals 
were going to come and turn their lives upside down. The faith and 
love of a young family will be tested in a story you and your family will 
never forget.

Item #: RLEG939
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $4.99

Title: Against a Crooked Sky

The eldest daughter of a pioneer family is kidnapped by a mysterious 
Indian tribe and the eldest son pursues. In order to win back his sister’s 
freedom, he must sacrifice his own life by passing the test of “Crooked 
Sky” and shield his sister from an executioner’s arrow. Along the way, 
he recruits a broken down, drunk prospector to help him track down 
the unknown tribe and rescue his sister. 

Item #: DBSB5136340
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Adventures of Roborex                      
James Miller has only one friend in the world, his beloved Labrador 
Retriever, Rex. But after a strange capsule lands in his backyard and 
a robot dog emerges, his life will never be the same. The robot dog 
identifies himself as RoboRex, and tells James that he has come from 
the future to stop an evil man named Professor Apocalypse from tak-
ing over the world, along with his wily robotic Destructo-Cat. 
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Item #: DBSB4931796
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: American Mormon*
In the tradition of The Mouths of Babes, intrepid interviewer 
Daryn Tufts (The Singles Ward) and filmmaker Jed Knudsen (The 
Whole Armor of God) tour the country documenting the hilari-
ous misconceptions people have about Latter-day Saints.

Item #: DBSB4967310
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: American Mormon In Europe*

After touring the country documenting the hilarious 
misconceptions Americans have about Mormons, Jed and 
Daryn packed up their camera and went across the pond 
to discover how much Europeans know on the subject. This 
hysterical collection of man-on-the-street interviews brings the 
misunderstandings of an entire continent to your living room.

Item #: CMSB6630
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: American Prophet

Documentary on the life of the Prophet Jospeh Smith.

Item #: DBSB4993236
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Anxiously Engaged*

First he found a fiancé, then he fell in love.  Carson Wells is a good-
natured returned missionary from Montana who is engaged to a 
trendy girl from London. But before he is allowed to take Lucy to the 
temple, he must first find a husband for her sensible, older sister Jema. 
One by one Carson’s attempts to find a worthy suitor for Jema become 
more than he bargained for as his feelings for Lucy begin to change.

Item #: CMSB2629
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Ammon & King Lamoni
When teenager McKay brings home inappropriate music, a scripture 
question from his younger brother triggers a lesson neither of them 
will ever forget. The story of Ammon on his perilous mission to the 
land of King Lamoni opens the door for a mighty change of heart not 
only for the king, his queen, the people of his kingdom, but also for 
one modern-day teenager.

Item #: CMSB44799
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Angel in the Family
Get ready to believe the impossible. Sarah Bishop and her estranged 
sister Beth are reunited after their father Buddy suffers a mild stroke. 
Buddy, who’s never accepted the loss of his wife Lorraine, wants only 
one thing - to return home for Christmas. With sweet memories of a 
life gone by, Sarah makes an impossible wish that her mother could 
be there, too. By morning, it is as if a winter prayer has been answered. 
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Item #: DBSB5126920
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Artist: Archuleta, David
Title: Called to Serve
American Idol runner-up David Archuleta surprised fans in 2011 
when he announced that he was putting his music career on 
hold to serve a full-time mission for The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints. In David Archuleta: Called to Serve, see the pop 
star proselyting on the streets of Chile, hear why he decided to 
serve, and how his faith directs every decision in his life. 

Item #: CMSB3058
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Back to You and Me
It’s been years since Sydney Ludwick visited her rural hometown 
of Bloomfield--and just as long since she’s spoken to her estranged 
mother, a widow still haunted by a troubling family secret. Now, a high 
school reunion has brought Syd back to the mystery, but she will also 
get a second chance at her first love.

Item #: CVSB2778053
List Price: $11.95
Cost: $8.00

Title: Baptism Sing Along

Thirteen songs about being baptized and receiving the Holy 
Ghost.

Item #: RLEG95619
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Baker’s Hawk

Filmed against the panorama of the Utah mountains, the tale has 
something to say about vigilantism in the year 1876 as seen through 
the eye of a boy, Billy Baker. Billy’s father (Clint Walker), stands up 
against those in his hometown who would take the law into their own 
hands and thereby risks ostracism and economic hardships for himself 
and his family.

Item #: RLEG4432
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Beau Jest

When Sarah Goldman, a lovely young school teacher in Chicago, 
wants to please her parents, she invents a boyfriend whom she 
believes will be the man of her mother’s dreams. When her parents 
insist on meeting the man, Sarah hires Bob, an actor, to pretend to 
be her “beau”. The masquerade works flawlessly for a time and brings 
comic situations, but in the end, their lives are irrevocably changed. 

Item #: RLEG7559
List Price: $17.95
Cost: $11.67

Title: Baptists at Our Barbecue

“Baptists at Our Barbecue” is the comedic story of the small town of 
Longwinded, USA, a divided, feuding town of 262 Mormons and 262 
Baptists. It’s also a love story, about one man who will try anything to 
end the ridiculous feud, bring the town together, and keep the peace-
loving girl of his dreams from leaving town.
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Item #: CMSB1413
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Beautiful Beast

In a twist on the classic Beauty and the Beast tale, Isabelle is all 
beauty on the outside. A glamour-queen socialite, she spends 
her days spoiling herself and spending money like it s going out 
of style. When Isabelle injures herself and gets lost in an isolated 
winterland, she stumbles on the solitude of Jeremy, a man hiding 
from both the world and his past. 

Item #: CMSB204272
List Price: $5.95
Cost: $3.75

Title: Believe
Adam Pendon is down on his luck after losing his job. A choice en-
counter with Mark leads Adam to sell products from Believe, a net-
work marketing company that promises riches beyond the imagina-
tion. But the extravagant lifestyle Believe promotes might just be too 
good to be true! 

Item #: DBSB5126980
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Believe-Soccer Movie

The family drama “Believe”, is set in 1984 and inspired by true events. The film 
is a funny and touching tale about Sir Matt Busby, legendary Manchester 
United football manager, who helps a wayward boy fulfill his dream. An act 
of petty crime by 11 year old Georgie becomes a collision of fate as Sir Matt 
tracks him down, only to discover that the boy is an extraordinarily gifted 
footballer and captain of a team of unruly talents. 

Item #: CMSB101643
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Beauty & The Beast

Eric is a man shrouded in mystery. Throughout the land, he is 
known as “the Beast” for his bad temper and mean ways. When 
Belle is forced to work for him, she tries not to be intimidated and 
resolves to look deeper. She discovers the truth and becomes the 
one person who can make a difference in Eric’s life and help him 
rediscover the faith and love he lost years ago.

Item #: CMSB8338
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Beyond Barriers

Two inspirational films about getting through the barriers in our lives.

Item #: DBSB4916408
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Best Two Years

Two pairs of Mormon missionaries from America live in a beaten-
up apartment in the Dutch city of Haarlem. Their personalities 
are distinctly different. Appropriately, the most responsible one, 
Elder Johnson, is the District Leader and oversees their efforts. His 
companion, the vain Elder Van Pelt, seeks to become the assistant to 
the mission president (the top post available) as soon as possible, and 
he receives letters from three girlfriends he left behind. 
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Item #: CNLT133
List Price: $5.95
Cost: $3.75

Title: Blessings Hospital Miracle

True story of a man who saved his people from a famine.

Item #: CMSB4934
List Price: $6.95
Cost: $5.00

Title: Book and the Rose
Based on a short story by Max Lucado. When John Barnes acquires an 
old book filled with intriguing handwritten notes, he begins a corre-
spondence with its previous owner and it promises to be more than 
just and exchange of letters. Based on the popular short story The 
People and the Rose is set in the 1940s. It is a timeless love story about 
divergent paths, choices, and a meeting of hearts and ideals. 

Item #: DBSB5005871
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Book of Mormon and New World DNA

This video carefully examines the complex issues of genetic 
research, revealing the significant flaws in the process, reasoning 
and conclusions of those critics, and presents compelling 
evidence in defense of the Book of Mormon as an ancient text.

Item #: DBSB5077530
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Book of Jer3miah

In 2009, captivated audiences sat on the edge of their seats 
during each episode of the groundbreaking transmedia web 
series, The Book of Jer3miah.
Now, fans can experience the excitement and suspense again 
as they follow Jeremiah’s journey to learn who he really is with 
Season One now on DVD.

Item #: CVSB2778012
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Book of Mormon Gospel Study Companion

This two-DVD set contains 58 mini-lessons on a variety of Book 
of Mormon topics taught by gospel scholar, teacher, and writer 
S. Michael Wilcox. Each eight–to twelve–minute episode is full 
of inspiring stories, analogies, and object lessons that provide 
modern-day insights and applications to the messages from the 
scriptures. 

Item #: RLEG724
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Book of Mormon Movie

The story of Lehi and his wife Sariah and their four sons: Laman, 
Lemuel, Sam, and Nephi. Lehi leaves Jerusalem because he 
prophesied unto the people concerning the destruction of Jerusalem, 
and they sought his life. Follow him as he journeys into the wilderness 
with his family.
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Item #: DBSB5032831
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: The Bridge & Pioneer Miracle*

The Bridge — A movie about how a father feels when he finds 
he has to sacrifice his only son for a group of people on an 
oncoming train. A dramatic parable on God’s sacrifice of His Son. 
A Pioneer Miracle — A moving and powerful example of 
obedience, miracles, and the power of prayer.

Item #: CVSB2778008
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Bringing Love Home

Dr. John L. Lund shares real tools to enhance your marriage 
relationship. In this enlightening fireside talk on DVD, Dr. Lund 
uses his trademark humor, personal anecdotes, and gospel 
messages to help couples understand how they can progress 
in three areas in their marriage: improving communication, 
resolving differences, and avoiding criticism. 

Item #: RLEG999
List Price: $11.95
Cost: $8.00

Title: Brigham

The dramatic story of a modern-day Moses who led his people to their 
promised land. A story of hardship, murder, persecution - a story of 
commitment, reward and devotion.

Item #:  DBSB5078271
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Boys of Bonneville

This is about an American that has all but disappeared, when lucrative 
business deals were cemented by a handshake and state-of-the-art 
automobiles were designed on the backs of envelopes. It tells the true story 
of an unsung hero self-made man, David Abbott Jenkins, who, with almost 
superhuman stamina and boyish charm, set out to single-handedly break 
every existing land speed record on his beloved Bonnevile Salt Flats.

Item #: CVSB2700876
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Butch Cassidy and the Outlaw Trail

What really happened to Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid? 
Journey from Utah a nd Wyoming to Argentina and Bolivia to 
uncover the real story of the West’s most famous outlaws. Butch 
Cassidy and the Outlaw Trail reveals important new information 
about the lives of Butch and Sundance in South America and on 
their ranch in Argentina.

Item #: DBSB5078003
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Artist: Boye, Alex
Title: Frontman
This compelling documentary tells Alex’s story of poverty and 
homelessness during his teen years, his conversion to the LDS 
Church, the power of music in his life, and the path that led him 
to being one of the most dynamic and influential members of the 
Mormon Tabernacle Choir and an awardwinning solo recording 
artist.
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Item #: CVSB2777999
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: C.S. Lewis-LDS Perspective on the Man and His Message

Lewis is one of the non-LDS writers most quoted by LDS authors 
and General Authorities. Join prominent LDS scholars as they 
explore C.S. Lewis’s writings on the relationship of God to man, 
the necessity for free will, the nature of man, life’s opportunities 
for joy, the lessons of pain, and the Godhood of Jesus Christ. 

Item #: CMSB32789
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Captains Courageous
Robert Urich, Kenny Vadas. The pampered son of a wealthy business-
man learns some harsh lessons aboard a fishing schooner in this 
excellent made-for-TV adventure. Based on the Rudyard Kipling novel.

Item #: CMSB7538
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Charly*

Jack Weyland’s classic is a major motion picture.

Charly is a wildly creative, fun-loving, New York sophisticate. 
Sam is a straight-laced, serious-minded, Utah Mormon. How will 
these two ever get together?

Item #: CMSB12939
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Changing Hearts
James was enjoying the good life, successful in his career and head-
ing that way in the romance department as well. Then he receives a 
call that turns his world upside down. His father has had a stroke and 
he needs to come home. Home is a bed and breakfast family business 
that he ‘escaped’ years ago. James left to live his own life and get away 
from troubles with his brother, Tom, which ensued when both of them 
fell in love with the same woman. Reluctantly he returns home.

Item #: RLEG86019
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Castle Rock

A rebellious teenage girl and a young man wanted by the law must 
work together to brave the perils of the Arizona desert in this family-
oriented adventure. 

Item #: CMSB973
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Children Of Joseph*

From the producers of Emma Smith: My Story comes the 
unknown story of Joseph and Emma Smith’s posterity. What 
happened to them after the Saints left Nauvoo? Where are 
Joseph and Emma’s descendants today?
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Item #: CVSB2700872
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Children’s Song Sing Along 2013 Theme: I Am a Child of       
           God

We’ve taken the colorful and fun illustrations of Jennette 
Guymon-King and combined them with Robert C. Bowden’s 
beautiful arrangements of 16 Sharing Fun theme songs, creating 
a karaoke sing-along that you can play on your own DVD player! 

Item #: RLEG807
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Church Ball

Dennis Buckstead has the hardest calling in his church. Not only 
has he been asked to coach a group of non-basketball players in his 
church but the bishop has demanded that he lead the team to the 
Basketball Championship.

Item #: CVSB2778033
List Price: $2.95
Cost: $2.00

Title: Chocolate Never Faileth

Indulge yourself—as well as your family and friends— with 
this sumptuous collection of recipes dedicated to the world’s 
favorite flavor: chocolate. Brimming with a delectable 
assortment ranging from simple treats to show-stopping 
desserts, the dainty to decadent selections include cakes, 
cookies, pastries, candies, ice creams, puddings, and more.

Item #: CVSB2778054
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Children’s Song Sing Along 2012 Theme: Choose the Right

We’ve taken the colorful and fun illustrations of Jennette 
Guymon-King and combined them with Robert C. Bowden’s 
beautiful arrangements of 16 Sharing Fun theme songs, creating 
a karaoke sing-along that you can play on your own DVD player! 

Item #: CVSB2777980
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Church History-From Cumorah to Kirtland

In this fascinating 2-DVD set you will experience the peace of 
the Hill Cumorah, the simple beauty of the Kirtland Temple, the 
wonder of Adam-ondi-Ahman, the pain of Carthage, and much 
more. This enlightening DVD set combines vintage photographs 
and historical art with current 

Item #: CVSB2778034
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Children’s Song Sing Along 2011 Theme: I Know the 
           Scriptures are True

We’ve taken the colorful, fun illustrations of Jennette- Guymon 
King, combined them with Robert C. Bowden’s beautiful 
arrangements of 17 Sharing Fun theme songs, and put it all 
together in a karaoke sing-along that you can play on your own 
DVD player! 
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Item #: CMSB1283
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Civil Love
Rachel is a widow during the Civil War who holds the South respon-
sible for her husband’s death. When a wounded enemy soldier takes 
refuge in her barn, Rachel reluctantly helps him. As she gets to know 
him more, she realizes she must protect him from the dangerous men 
pursuing him, and discovers a courage she didn’t know she had-the 
courage to love again. 

Item #: CVSB3522563
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Clearing the Bar

The bar has been raised to serve as a missionary for The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Higher levels of personal 
worthiness, spiritual preparation, and gospel knowledge are 
required for prospective missionaries to “clear the bar” and serve 
fulfilling, effective, life-changing missions. 

Item #: RLEG8369
List Price: $17.95
Cost: $11.67

Title: Dance

The Dance is a romantic comedy about three couples in different 
stages of love and life who come together on a dance floor at Harvard 
University. Before the music ends these couples will unveil their 
humor, passions, heartache and hope in this unapologetic glimpse 
into the complicated and witty reality of human relationships.

Item #: DBSB5145350
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Cokeville Miracle *Blu-Ray*                                    
On May 16, 1986, in the small, ranching community of Cokeville, Wyoming, 
David and Doris Young took an elementary school hostage for several hours 
before detonating a bomb inside a classroom that held every teacher and 
student in the school. In the wake of the madness, Ron Hartley, whose chil-
dren were inside the classroom, must fight his skepticism and unbelief as he 
hears eyewitness accounts from the students about miraculous, heavenly 
intervention during the crisis. When tragedy strikes ... what do you see? 

Item #: DBSB5139140
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Cokeville Miracle                                     
On May 16, 1986, in the small, ranching community of Cokeville, Wyoming, 
David and Doris Young took an elementary school hostage for several hours 
before detonating a bomb inside a classroom that held every teacher and 
student in the school. In the wake of the madness, Ron Hartley, whose chil-
dren were inside the classroom, must fight his skepticism and unbelief as he 
hears eyewitness accounts from the students about miraculous, heavenly 
intervention during the crisis. When tragedy strikes ... what do you see? 

Item #: DBSB5166485
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Conversation with Elder Jeffrey R. Holland                        
In a wide-ranging, frank, and open discussion, Elder Jeffrey R. Hol-
land of the Quorum of the Twelve offers hope-filled, thoughtful, and 
poignant answers to tough questions about faith, troubles, and our 
roles as disciples of Jesus Christ. Sit at the feet of a modern Apostle as 
he answers questions such as: How can I build hope in Christ? 
How do I lay my burdens at the Savior’s feet? How can I help friends or 
family members who have strayed without offending them? 
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Item #: CVSB2777993
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Daughter of a King

Your children will love this storybook DVD of the classic 
Daughter of a King story featuring music by Marshall McDonald. 
Best-selling author Rachel Ann Nunes and award-winning 
painter David Lindsley lovingly teach that every girl and boy 
in this world is a daughter or son of our Heavenly Father—no 
matter who they are, what they look like, or where they live. 

Item #: CMSB1073
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: David & Goliath
See this fun and moving Bible story (1 Samuel 16-18) as you’ve never seen it 
before -- through they eyes of Amelia (Lauren Faber), a shy, modern-day girl 
who has her own personal Goliath to face -- a performance in her school’s 
choir concert. To help build Amelia’s confidence, her choir teacher (Angela 
Winston) tells her the story of another young person called upon to do 
something big - a boy by the name of David. David and Goliath is the fun and 
moving story of the well-known Biblical figure.

Item #: RLEG1879
List Price: $11.95
Cost: $8.00

Title: Dear John

Two young Mormons, John and Darla, meet one evening in a video outlet 
that rents “edited, cleaned-up” versions of movies. They hit it off, share a lot of 
time together, and some weeks later John proposes marriage. Darla explains 
that her parents have asked her to only marry a man who has served a 
religious mission for the LDS Church, and he immediately pledges to become 
a missionary to allow their dream of a future together to be possible.

Item #: DBSB5082353
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Davie & Golimyr

Set within the imaginative fantasy world of renowned artist 
James C. Christensen and based on the biblical story of David 
and Goliath, this stop-motion animated adventure is bursting 
with visual wonders.

Item #: CMSB40221
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Day of Defense
Two Mormon missionaries are arrested and placed on trial for preach-
ing in the small town of Marysville. Attorneys and best friends Thomas 
Bryant and James Radner stir the town into a frenzy when they must 
take opposing sides in a court battle over the validity of the missionar-
ies’ religion. When a tragedy strikes the Bryant family, Thomas must 
question his own beliefs as his faith in God is put to the test far be-
yond the trial. Based on the book by author A. Melvin Mcdonald. 

Item #: CMSB68263
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Daniel & the Lions
There are some great musical numbers in the film including a song 
by the lions (played by actors) called Meat’s on the [Menu]Tonight! 
George Dyer, who plays King Darius, is outstanding as both an actor 
and a singer. He sings a nice song along with Daniel (Casey Elliott). 
There is humor... it stays fairly close to the biblical account.
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Item #: CMSB8239
List Price: $5.95
Cost: $3.75

Title: Defining Moments
Features three inspirational, award winning stories: Turning Point 
(narrated by Og Mandino), Navigate Your Destiny, and Soaring to New 
Heights.

Item #: DBSB5054180
List Price: $17.95
Cost: $11.67

Title: Delivered by Hope

Raised in a country ravaged by civil war, Mariama Kallon 
narrowly escaped torture by murderous rebel forces. After losing 
her entire family and everything she owned, she was guided 
to safety as she found refuge with a Latter-day Saint family 
in her native Sierra Leone. Touched by the teachings of the 
Restoration, and full of gratitude for all the Lord had.

Item #: CVSB2778030
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Diantha’s Crossing

The year is 1858. As the U.S. Army marches on Salt Lake City, 
Brigham Young has ordered the Saints to evacuate their homes. 
Diantha Clay—powerfully portrayed by veteran actress Barta 
Heiner, a BYU professor who wrote and performed the original 
stage production—is an aging midwife who stays behind to 
help a woman about to give birth.

Item #: CVSB2777978
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Discovering the in the Doctrine & Covenants

The Sperry Symposium is held annually to encourage 
continuing research into religious topics and provide a forum 
for introducing new information.This intriguing collection, 
available for the first time on DVD, features eight different video 
presentations on various subjects derived from the Doctrine and 
Covenants. 

Item #: CMSB2038
List Price: $5.95
Cost: $3.75

Title: Discovering Emma
To this day, Emma Hale Smith remains a revered yet enigmatic figure 
in Church History. As the first president of the world’s largest women’s 
organization, the Relief Society, and a a scribe for her husband as the 
Prophet translated portions of the Book of Mormon, Emma played a 
crucial part in the founding of the restored gospel. Featuring inter-
views with the noted LDS scholars and authors.

Item #: RLEG20072
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Dog’s Tale

All Tim Webster ever wanted was a dog. Little does he know that 
he is about to become one!
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Item #: RLEG52316
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Dumb Luck

A man accidentally gets mixed up in a conspiracy on some 
important numbers. 

Item #: CMSB71539
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.53

Title: Emily of New Moon-Season 3
Series based on the book by L.M. Montgomery, author of Anne of 
Green Gables.

Item #: CMSB70339
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.53

Title: Emily of New Moon-Season 1
Series based on the book by L.M. Montgomery, author of Anne of 
Green Gables.

Item #: CMSB70399
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.53

Title: Emily of New Moon-Season 2
Series based on the book by L.M. Montgomery, author of Anne of 
Green Gables.

Item #: CMSB71549
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.53

Title: Emily of New Moon-Season 4
Series based on the book by L.M. Montgomery, author of Anne of 
Green Gables.

Item #: CMSB47399
List Price: $4.95
Cost: $3.25

Title: Down and Derby
In this hysterical comedy that Movieguide calls, “fun, clean and ex-
citing,” a local Pinewood Derby competition transforms an average 
group of dads into overzealous rivals desperate to build the winning 
car. As egos swell, the kids are lucky if they get to pick the paint color. 
While the dads are busy with outlandish gimmicks and sabotage, the 
underestimated scouts pull together and discover the true meaning 
of sportsmanship! 
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Item #: CMSB72019
List Price: $39.95
Cost: $28.50

Title: Emily of New Moon-Complete Series
Series based on the book by L.M. Montgomery, author of Anne of 
Green Gables.

Item #: CMSB5831
List Price: $7.95 
Cost: $4.99

Title: Emma Smith: My Story*

Emma tells her story in this delightful film which made its 
debut in theaters during the summer of 2008. “Emma: My 
Story” features many of the same cast members as “Joseph 
Smith: Prophet of the Restoration” (the film playing at the 
Legacy Theater in the Joseph Smith Memorial Building 
Salt Lake City) and is well-acted and beautifully shot.

Item #: CMSB6135
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Emma Smith: My Story* *Blu-Ray*

Emma tells her story in this delightful film which made its 
debut in theaters during the summer of 2008. “Emma: My 
Story” features many of the same cast members as “Joseph 
Smith: Prophet of the Restoration” (the film playing at the 
Legacy Theater in the Joseph Smith Memorial Building 
Salt Lake City) and is well-acted and beautifully shot.

Item #: DBSB5107243
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Ephraim’s Rescue

Ephraim Hanks became a beloved example of faith and courage 
to those who lived through the treacherous conditions of the 
Mormon pioneer trek west. Based on the true story of Ephraim 
Hanks’ valiant rescue of teh Willie Handcard Company at Martin’s 
Cove.

Item #: DBSB5107244
List Price: $29.95
Cost: $18.50

Title: Ephraim’s Rescue  *Blu-Ray*

Ephraim Hanks became a beloved example of faith and courage 
to those who lived through the treacherous conditions of the 
Mormon pioneer trek west. Based on the true story of Ephraim 
Hanks’ valiant rescue of teh Willie Handcard Company at Martin’s 
Cove.

Item #: CMSB1180
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Esther & the King
When a modern-day girl named Amelia (Lauren Faber) faces a big challenge 
in her life, her mother (Lori Broadhead) teaches her about the power of fast-
ing by sharing the story of a heroine from the Bible. Esther (Summer Naomi 
Smart), an orphan raised by a relative named Mordecai (Marvin Payne), is 
chosen from all the maidens in the land to become queen. While becoming a 
queen is where most fairy tales end, this is just the beginning of the true sto-
ry of this courageous woman who must risk her life to save her people from a 
treacherous plan of the charmingly wicked prince Haman (Jeff Stevens). 
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Item #: CVSB2778029
List Price: $16.95
Cost: $11.02

Title: Exploring The Connection Between Mormons & Masons*

The subject of Joseph Smith and Freemasonry sparks a wide 
range of responses among Latter-day Saints, from curiosity 
to suspicion to outright excitement. In this fascinating 
documentary, trusted LDS scholars — including a past Grand 
Master of Masons in Utah — clearly and skillfully address the 
subject’s history, theology, and traditional understandings.

Item #: CMSB29254
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Faith Like Potatoes
A farmer moves his family to South Africa and suffers a series of seem-
ingly insurmountable losses. Through unlikely friendships and much 
needed divine intervention, he discovers his life’s true purpose and 
it sustains his unwavering belief in the power of faith. A moving life 
journey of a man who, like his potatoes, grows his faith, unseen until 
the harvest. 

Item #: CMSB14418
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Facing the Giants
In six years of coaching, Grant Taylor has never led his Shiloh Eagles to a win-
ning season. After learning that he and his wife Brooke face infertility, Grant 
discovers that a group of fathers are secretly organizing to have him dis-
missed as head coach. Devastated by his circumstances, he cries out to God 
in desperation. When Grant receives a message from an unexpected visitor, 
he searches for a stronger purpose for his football team. He dares to chal-
lenge his players to believe God for the impossible on and off the field. 

Item #: CMSB963
List Price: $5.95
Cost: $3.75

Title: Faith In Their Footsteps - First Apostles In Great Britain*

This inspiring documentary tells the incredible true story of the 
ministry of the first Latter-Day Saint missionaries in the British 
Isles in July 1837

Item #: CVSB2777967
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Faith of an Observer

Beautifully filmed on location among the ancient temples and 
pyramids of Egypt, along the beaches of Normandy, and against 
the backdrop of the Pacific Northwest, this documentary takes 
you on a fascinating journey of discovery and enlightenment as 
it explores various aspects of Hugh Nibley’s life and teachings.

Item #: CVSB2777947
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Evidences of the Book of Mormon

Nothing can take the place of a spiritual witness that the 
Book of Mormon is true. However, additional evidences of the 
divinity of this book also exist. In this inspiring and informative 
presentation, Dr. Daniel C. Peterson, a noted scholar and 
lecturer, provides an intriguing look at the evidences that 
support the Book of Mormon as an ancient text. 
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Item #: CMSB8130
List Price: $8.99
Cost: $5.85

Title: Faithful Women of the Bible
Contains three stories of women from the Bible who face life’s trials 
with faith in God.

Item #: CVSB2778040
List Price: $11.95
Cost: $8.00

Title: Family Night Films: The Teller’s Tale

A collection of award winning short films for the whole familu. 
Each volume contains entertaining stories that will get your 
family laughing, thinking and talking together. Perfect for family 
night and a great way to spend time and draw closer together.

Item #: CVSB2778041
List Price: $11.95
Cost: $8.00

Title: Family Night Films: You Are Beautiful

A collection of award winning short films for the whole familu. 
Each volume contains entertaining stories that will get your 
family laughing, thinking and talking together. Perfect for family 
night and a great way to spend time and draw closer together.

Item #: DBSB5035951
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Family Night with John Bytheway

This DVD was specifically created to supplement your family 
gospel lessons. Choose from a menu of seventeen gospel topics 
that will help spark discussion with your family about important 
gospel principles. Episode clips range from 5 to 20 minutes in 
length.

Item #: RLEG8419
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: FHE Made Easy

The magic of these lessons comes from the power music has to reach 
the very soul of each of us-young and old. Good music, music with a 
catchy, uplifting beat and melody, along with lyrics that teach gospel 
principles and values are purposely chosen to reinforce the lessons on 
this DVD.

Item #: RLEG373
List Price: $11.95
Cost: $8.00

Title: Field Is White

A returned missionary struggles to hold on to the truth he once 
taught. He searches his past for the feelings and experiences 
that once brought him to the truth.
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Item #: CVSB1115945
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Fire Creek*

Spared by a God he didn’t believe in, Jason Malek comes home with 
shrapnel wounds in his legs and the memory of his best friend dying in 
combat. As Jason struggles with the question of why he heard a voice 
that saved his life, he meets new neighbors who have challenges of 
their own. As he grows closer to them he discovers they have needs he 
is uniquely prepared to meet. In the end, he finds that coming home 
meant much more than what he had thought.

Item #: CVSB2700863
List Price: $17.95
Cost: $11.69

Title: First Freedom: The Fight for Religious Liberty

In the sweltering summer of 1789, James Madison penned 
sixteen words in spare prose that became the First Amendment 
to the United States Constitution. Herein the founding fathers 
of a young government pledged separation of church and 
state, thus guaranteeing religious freedom for its citizens and 
establishing a free marketplace for religion in the United States. 

Item #: CMSB27498
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $10.50

Title: Fireproof
Lt. Caleb Holt lives by the old firefighter’s adage: Never leave your 
partner behind. Inside burning buildings, it’s his natural instinct. In the 
cooling embers of his marriage, it’s another story. After a decade of 
marriage, Caleb and Catherine Holt have drifted so far apart that they 
are ready to move on without each other. Yet as they prepare to enter 
divorce proceedings, Caleb’s dad asks his son to try an experiment: 
The Love Dare.

Item #: CVSB2700862
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Fires of Faith

Beautifully filmed on location among the ancient temples and 
pyramids of Egypt, along the beaches of Normandy, and against 
the backdrop of the Pacific Northwest, this documentary takes 
you on a fascinating journey of discovery and enlightenment as 
it explores various aspects of Hugh Nibley’s life and teachings.

Item #: RLEG20862
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: 5000 Days Project-Two Brothers

Meet Luke and Sam Nelson, two brothers who struggled to develop 
a positive relationship in childhood. The Nelson boys are just two 
of 60 kids documented over a 5,000-day period by filmmaker Rick 
Stevenson

Item #: RLEG267
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Finding Moroni

Follow Jerry Ainsworth, author of “The Lives and Travels of Mormon 
and Moroni” and his professional guide, Esteban Mejia, through 
Mexico. Discover a hidden pyramid, ancient paintings of Christ 
in America, gold plates, and more astounding evidences of the 
truthfulness of the Book of Mormon as shown to young filmmaker 
Dane Hurt.
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Item #: CMSB8185
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Flying By

This movie is a male fantasy handled in a tasteful manner. Forty-
something George Barron (Cyrus) appears to have it all-successful real 
estate business, wife, daughter, and a lovely home in San Diego. George 
attends a class reunion at his disgruntled wife’s suggestion and hooks 
up with his old high school band. Amazingly they start getting bookings 
which forces George to examine his career, his marriage and his family 
life and decide what his priorties really are.

Item #: CMSB54420
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: For the Love of Grace
Firefighter Steve Lockwood (Mark Consuelos) is dealing with the un-
timely death of his wife while trying to keep his mind on his job. After 
he saves the life of a young woman (Chandra West) from an apartment 
fire, the two begin to get acquainted, and each begins to heal from 
their wounded pasts and start to see the different possibilities that the 
future holds

Item #: DBSB5019506
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Forever Strong

A troubled young rugby player is given the choice between jail 
or playing for a rival team coached by a man known for building 
not only championship teams, but championship boys. Based 
on a true story, Forever Strong offers stand up and cheer sports 
drama combined with the consequences of a strong ethical 
code to achieve victory on and off the field.

Item #: DBSB5070
List Price: $29.95
Cost: $18.50

Title: Forever Strong  *Blu-Ray*

A troubled young rugby player is given the choice between jail 
or playing for a rival team coached by a man known for building 
not only championship teams, but championship boys. Based 
on a true story, Forever Strong offers stand up and cheer sports 
drama combined with the consequences of a strong ethical 
code to achieve victory on and off the field.

Item #: CVSB2778048
List Price: $2.95
Cost: $2.00

Title: Franklin Edward’s Amazing Book of Mormon Adventures

Franklin Edward has a BIG imagination. Big enough to take him 
just about anywhere, including back to ancient Book of Mormon 
times. But sometimes Franklin Edward’s heroic daydreams carry 
the adventurous boy a little too far from reality. It’s a good thing 
Mom and Dad understand. Parents and children alike will adore 
this delightful story about the power of imagination.

Item #: DBSB5143390
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Freetown                               
Caught in the middle of a brutal civil war, six Liberian missionaries in 
Monrovia flee the widespread violence of their native country. Their 
destination: Freetown, Sierra Leone. With the help of local Church 
leader Phillip Abubakar (Henry Adofo), the missionaries make the 
difficult journey only to have their troubles compounded by a rebel 
fighter bent on killing one of their own. Based on true events, Free-
town is a thrilling and inspiring story of hope and survival. 
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Item #: CMSB2753
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Friends For Life

Jim Crawford is lost in the depths of his own grief with the loss of 
his beloved wife. Nearing the point of complete hopelessness, he 
is suddenly guided by an angel to the den of great gray wolf cubs 
who have recently lost their mother. As the cubs grow, so does Jim’s 
love for them. When an unscrupulous land owner threatens the 
wolves’ home, Jim must protect them once again. 

Item #: DBSB5078657
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: George Albert Smith Charity Above All

George Albert Smith was born to a devoted heritage of Church 
leadership. From his birth in 1870, to his death in 1951, he was 
an exceptional example of love and charity. Though plagued 
with poor health, George Albert never lost his sense of humor or 
allowed his challenges to slow his spiritual growth. 

Item #: CVSB2700879
List Price: $13.95
Cost: $8.50

Title: Glimpses Beyond Death’s Door
Death is not the end of our existence—just a change in our being. It is 
something that has been partially experienced and thoroughly docu-
mented by many individuals around the world. In this inspiring DVD, 
LDS experts in the study of near-death experiences and those with 
first-hand knowledge illustrate how numerous recorded accounts of 
near-death experiences relate to Latter-day Saint teachings.

Item #: CMSB8437
List Price: $8.99
Cost: $5.85

Title: Go-Getter
A disabled war veteran perseveres to pass a test and get a job.

Item #: CMSB9236
List Price: $8.99
Cost: $5.85

Title: Golden Rule:Filmaker’s Edition
Three inspirational and award winning films about following the 
Golden Rule.

Item #: DBSB5143391
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Freetown  *Blu-Ray*                                        
Caught in the middle of a brutal civil war, six Liberian missionaries in 
Monrovia flee the widespread violence of their native country. Their 
destination: Freetown, Sierra Leone. With the help of local Church 
leader Phillip Abubakar (Henry Adofo), the missionaries make the 
difficult journey only to have their troubles compounded by a rebel 
fighter bent on killing one of their own. Based on true events, Free-
town is a thrilling and inspiring story of hope and survival. 
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Item #: CMSB54419
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Good Witch
Catherine Bell ( Army Wives ) stars as Cassie, a bewitching woman who 
moves into a mysterious mansion in a small town.  Soon, she opens 
Bell, Book & Candle, a curiosity shop full of candles, lotions, etc., and 
is enthralling the children of the local Police Chief (Chris Potter), who 
believes that she is a witch (but not a bad one!).  But not everyone in 
town is appreciative of their quirky new neighbor, and it may take a 
little bit of magic for her to truly become part of the community. 

Item #: DBSB5018547
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Gordon B. Hinckley - Giant Among Men*

This is the first film to dramatize how President Hinckley was 
prepared by the Lord from his youth. From boyhood lessons, to 
tender moments with his mother in their library, to overcoming 
rejection in the mission field, you will feel the warmth that 
endeared him to so many later in life.

Item #: RLEG1874
List Price: $11.95
Cost: $8.00

Title: Hancock County

When Joseph Smith and his brother Hyrum were shot to death in Carthage 
Jail on June 27, 1844 the dream that had built a haven for the Saints on the 
banks of the Mississippi died with them. A year later, five prominent citizens 
of Carthage were charged with conspiracy to commit murder and a trial was 
held in neighboring Warsaw. Hancock County explores the lives and interest 
behind this complicated and volatile period in Latter-day Saint history.

Item #: RLEG8833
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Handcart

The story of one man’s journey with the Martin Handcart Company. 

Item #: CVSB2700901
List Price: $15.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Handel’s Messiah                                      
In this beautifully filmed documentary, you’ll be fascinated by the story of 
Handel’s collaboration with an adoring librettist, Charles Jennens, and how 
the pair struggled to create a masterpiece that has stood the test of centu-
ries. You’ll be intrigued with the account of popular actress and singer Susan-
nah Cibber, who, after being involved in a scandalous trial in London that 
threatened both her career and social standing, fled to Dublin, where Handel 
asked her to perform in the debut performance of Messiah. 

Item #: CVSB2700877
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Hank Smith Live: Wit and Wisdom to Strengthen Youth 

Over the years, Hank Smith has shared his positive messages 
with thousands of youth throughout the Church in countless 
firesides, in EFY courses, at Education Week, and in seminary and 
institute classes. His love for today’s latter-day stripling warriors 
is obvious as he encourages them to live the gospel, do their 
very best, repent often, and laugh! 
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Item #: RLEG19
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Harry’s War

Aunt Beverly is a good soul. She runs a soup kitchen from her home 
as well as an antique surplus. An IRS agent has it in for her. When this 
agent puts more and more pressure on her she breaks down and has 
an heart attack. Her nephew Harry takes over where Bev left off and 
declares war on the IRS! 

Item #: RLEG20042
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.99

Title: Heaven Sent

Eddie, a fourteen-year-old juvenile delinquent of sorts, collides 
with a car during a petty theft and dies in the hospital. Due to some 
confusion in heaven, however, he is given three days to clean up his 
life with the help of a beginner angel - and save his mom. 

Item #: DBSB4931263
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Heroes: Lessons from the Book of Mormon 

From Nephi’s obedience to Alma’s courage to the faith of the 
wife of King Lamoni, Heroes: Lessons from the Book of Mormon 
is a must-see for anyone who wants to strengthen his or her 
testimony and gain a deeper appreciation for what John 
Bytheway calls “the most exciting book I own.”

Item #:  RLEG1177
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Heroes Among Us Miracles Around US

The threads of history are woven together with stories that 
inspire and amaze mankind. They are the stories of heroes and 
miracles and for centuries they have given man something to 
hope and strive for.

Item #: CVSB877718
List Price: $5.95
Cost: $3.75

Title: He Knows My Name                     
Little Rebekah is fascinated by the man her neighbors call Jesus and 
she wants to hear all he has to say. But her mother, Sarah, wants 
Rebekah to keep her distance from the man some call Master and 
others label a heretic. Sarah has heard rumors that some factions wish 
to harm Jesus of Nazareth. But Rebekah is persistent, and one day she 
brings Jesus home to meet her mother and grandfather a simple act 
that will forever change all their lives. 

Item #: RLEG8459
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Happy Valley

The real-life true story, Happy Valley, sheds light on the growing 
problem of prescription drug abuse in Utah County and, as 
importantly, the associated issues of denial, conformity, social 
pressure and guilt. The film intimately follows several lives and families 
that have been dramatically affected by prescription drug abuse 
leading to street drug abuse and addiction. 
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Item #: CMSB51780
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Hidden Places
Catherine Bell ( Army Wives ) stars as Cassie, a bewitching woman who 
moves into a mysterious mansion in a small town.  Soon, she opens 
Bell, Book & Candle, a curiosity shop full of candles, lotions, etc., and 
is enthralling the children of the local Police Chief (Chris Potter), who 
believes that she is a witch (but not a bad one!).  But not everyone in 
town is appreciative of their quirky new neighbor, and it may take a 
little bit of magic for her to truly become part of the community. 

Item #: CVSB2700882
List Price: $39.95
Cost: $25.96

Title: History of the Saints, Season Three: The Kingdom Edures

Famines, plagues, weather, and wars-all of this beset the Latter-
day Saints as they established themselves across the Great 
Basin and the Intermountain West.  Under direction of President 
Brigham Youg, they not only edured but also prospered against 
all odds.

Item #: CVSB2700870
List Price: $39.95
Cost: $25.96

Title: History of the Saints, Season Two: Building Zion

Now, in this eagerly awaited second-season compilation, 
the story continues with the building up of Zion in the West, 
the struggles against nature to survive those first years in a 
wilderness, the ongoing challenges of emigration and bringing 
the Saints across sea and trail, the hopes for statehood, and the 
establishment of settlements throughout the West.

Item #: DBSB5129485
List Price: $39.95
Cost: $25.96

Title: History of the Saints: Joseph Smith                                      
Joseph Smith and the Foundations of the Restoration represents a season 
collection of individual stories of the Restoration presented for television by 
the History of the Saints production team. The events of the Restoration are 
presented in revealing historical detail. Individuals who made that history, 
some famous and some scarcely known are discusses. Thirty individual epi-
sodes take the viewer through the latest research on the early history of the 
Restoration from before the birth of Joseph Smith to December 1831.

Item #: CVSB2778047
List Price: $39.95
Cost: $25.96

Title: History of the Saints, Season One: Gathering to the West

This acclaimed Church history documentary series chronicles 
the history of the Church from the martyrdom of the Prophet 
Joseph Smith in June 1844 to the first Mormon pioneer 
company’s arrival in the Salt Lake valley in July 1847. 

Item #: CVSB2700923
List Price: $6.95
Cost: $5.00

Title: High Road                           

When James Kirkwood promises his mother that he will safely 
lead his younger brother to the next camp, the two boys embark 
on a dangerous trek that illustrates the powerful principle of 
faith in every footstep. 
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Item #: CVSB2700866
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: History of the Saints: The Remarkable Journey of the 
Mormon Battalion

In July 1847, a ragged band of soldiers known as the Mormon 
Battalion was discharged in Los Angeles following a year of 
service in the United States Army. 

Item #: CMSB40808
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Horse Crazy

Stoney, Tyler and Sam decide to try to capture a wild horse.

Item #: CMSB7033
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Horse Crazy Too
When a prize foal is stolen, two young siblings and their teenage 
babysitter must work together and catch the thieves before their fam-
ily’s ranch goes into foreclosure. A dangerous journey lies ahead, but 
with a little mountain magic, sometimes it pays to horse around! 

Item #: RLEG726
List Price: $17.95
Cost: $11.67

Title: Home Teachers

Mormon males serving as home teachers are admonished to visit with their 
assigned families once a month, bring them a spiritual message, and provide 
help as necessary. Nelson, a nerdy “letter of the law” kind of Mormon who 
will not even purchase gas on a Sunday, intends to visit 100 % of his assigned 
families every month, and as this is the last day of the month even the many 
madcap mishaps that start immediately will not deter him from completing 
his duty despite Greg’s griping and attempts to get back to the games.

Item #: DBSB5141310
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: History of the Saints: Origins of the Relief Society          
 This History of the Saints one-hour documentary presentation takes you 
back to 1842 and the very beginnings of Relief Society, where Joseph Smith 
imparted the purpose, the vision, and the place of women in the Restoration: 
a place where “Charity Never Faileth.” 
This documentary is hosted by Ruth Todd and features interviews with cur-
rent and past Relief Society leaders and scholars on Latter-day Saint women’s 
history. 

Item #: DBSB5129490
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: History of the Saints: Lucy Mack Smith                                
Lucy Mack Smith - mother of the Prophet of the Restoration, Joseph Smith 
Jr. - was born during the American Revolution and by her very nature had 
the determined spirit of independence. She also witnessed the Second Great 
Awakening in America that caused so many to seek after God. These influenc-
es, coupled with a faithful upbringing, created in Lucy Mack Smith a singular 
personality and character, one well-suited to rear the Prophet who would 
restore all truth to the earth.
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Item #: CMSB25459
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.19

Title: Horse For Danny
Robert Urich, Leelee Sobieski. Danny is a smart 11-year-old girl who 
lives at the racetrack with her horse trainer uncle and knows about 
all the scams that make you or break you in the business. When she 
recognizes a horse she believes will be a champion, she tries to put 
her uncle in the driver’s seat.” 

Item #: RLEG12891
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: How Great Thou Art-Heartbound

Images of the Savior slide show DVD. Music preformed by 
Heartbound and Images of the Savior by Scott Sumner. 

Item #: RLEG7819
List Price: $5.95
Cost: $3.75

Title: Howdy Town - Hosted By Cowboy Dan

Somewhere between Mr. Rogers, the Wiggles and Mr. Ed exists 
Howdy Town - a fantasy world reminiscent of the old Hollywood 
west in which three talking and singing miniature-ponies and 
their friends explore life and learn from each others’ experiences. 

Item #: RLEG7829
List Price: $5.95
Cost: $3.75

Title: Howdy Town - Vol.2

Somewhere between Mr. Rogers, the Wiggles and Mr. Ed exists 
Howdy Town - a fantasy world reminiscent of the old Hollywood 
west in which three talking and singing miniature-ponies and 
their friends explore life and learn from each others’ experiences. 

Item #: RLEG8319
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Howdy Town - 3 Pack

Somewhere between Mr. Rogers, the Wiggles and Mr. Ed exists 
Howdy Town - a fantasy world reminiscent of the old Hollywood 
west in which three talking and singing miniature-ponies and 
their friends explore life and learn from each others’ experiences. 

Item #: CVSB2777958
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: In Defense of Truth: A Candid Response to Anti-Mormon 
Criticism

This DVD gives a believer’s point of view on those teachings. 
Testimonies of common mainstream Church members 
complement those of scholars who have made these beliefs 
their professional study. 
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Item #: CVSB2700895
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Inspired Guns                                             

The last thing Elder Fisher expects when he and his brand-new companion, 
Elder Johnson, hit the city streets is a couple of seemingly golden prospects. 
Meanwhile, dimwitted brothers Roger and Larry, low level Mafioso, think 
the two Mormon missionaries who approach them have been sent by the 
“Boss” to deliver their next assignment. So the brothers are willing to listen to 
anything the young men in dark suits have to say.

Item #: HLST709
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: It’s Latter Day Night Live*

It’s Latter-day Night!, a stand-up comedy concert film that the 
whole family can enjoy!  Five LDS comedians unite for one night 
of unforgettable family-friendly comedy!

Item #: CVSB2777975
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: J. Golden 

J. Golden Kimball…the very name conjures up salty anecdotes 
and humorous stories. His straight talk and colorful language 
have led some to call him the Mormon Mark Twain or Will 
Rogers. Drawing heavily from the diaries, letters, and speeches 
of J. Golden Kimball, James Arrington has created a masterful 
look into the life of this unique LDS leader.

Item #: RLEG602
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: It’s A Miracle

The is a video of the popular LDS musical play by Joy Saunders 
Lundberg and Janice Kapp Perry. The original cast toured for three 
years, from coast to coast and border to border, playing to hundreds 
of thousands of people in the U.S. This video, recorded in front of live 
audience.

Item #: CMSB20349
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.32

Title: Inheritance
The Inheritance centers on an innocent young woman’s struggle to 
make sense of her position within the Hamilton household and in so-
ciety, and the love she feels for her patrons, as well as for a young man 
she can never marry.  Louisa May Alcott’s first novel brought to life.

Item #: CMSB34
List Price: $4.95
Cost: $3.25

Title: In His Service: Love One Another
Part of the Treasured Stories Collection. In His Service: Love One An-
other  features three original, award-winning films about service Christ 
from ancient to modern times. 
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Item #: CVSB2700902
List Price: $14.99
Cost: $10.50

Title: James E. Talmage: The Story Behind Jesus Christ             
James E. Talmage: The Story Behind Jesus the Christ examines the 
backstory and the lasting legacy of Talmage’s most popular book and 
crowning achievement, Jesus the Christ.

Item #: CVSB2700882
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Jimmy

Based on the novel by bestselling author Robert Whitlow, Jimmy 
is a story about an over-looked mentally challenged boy who 
views the world through his own unique lens. Through the 
course of life-changing events during one fall season, Jimmy’s 
family and those around him come to fully realize his impact on 
their community.

Item #: CMSB1713
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Jonah & the Great Fish
After her family moves to the city, Chloe finds her new school to be a scary 
place where she doesn’t fit in. When her father tells her the Bible story of Jo-
nah, Chloe uses her imagination to bring the adventure to life, complete with 
a nervous prophet (David Osmond), rival gangs of Ninevites who happen to 
be amazing dancers, a hearty band of Spanish mariners, a troubled King and 
Queen, a pair of lovable fish named Humphrey and Chum, and a trio of sing-
ing crustaceans called the “Crabelles”.

Item #: CVSB2777990
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Joseph Smith: The Man, The Mission, The Message  

Get to know Brother Joseph in this stunning documentary 
that portrays a multidimensional man: his upbringing, his 
charismatic personality, his devotion to family, his humor, 
his leadership, and his dedication to his mission and to God’s 
message—even unto martyrdom. 

Item #: DBSB5029413
List Price: $49.95
Cost: $32.50

Title: Joseph Smith Papers Season 1*

The Joseph Smith Papers Project is illuminating the Prophet Joseph 
and the Restoration in exciting new ways. In this series, the Church 
History Department and a variety of prominent scholars to discuss 
the project, the documents, and the life and work of Joseph Smith. 
This 7 DVD set contains all 52 episodes from the much-requested 
television documentary series as seen on KJZZ Television.

Item #: DBSB5200195
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Joseph Smith, American Prophet  *Blu-Ray*                  2018

Dramatic reenactments, scholarly commentary, and gripping narration 
take the viewer on a journey through the Prophet Joseph’s life in this 
documentary originally aired on PBS television in October 2017. 
American frontier prophet of the early 1800s found little honor and eventual 
martyrdom at the hands of an angry mob in his own country. Who was this 
Joseph Smith, and what was it about his remarkable life story that inspired 
such impassioned rancor or unflinching loyalty and even reverence? 
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Item #: RLEG40637
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Joshua Creek Live

This “best of” live DVD/CD Combo Pack features the award-
winning Joshua Creek’s unique blend of country-esque music 
and inspirational storytelling. Songs range from the chart-
topping inspirational country hits “Love You Son” and “What 
Kinda Car” to Sunday radio staples “Faith, Hope.”

Item #: DBSB4967309
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Junior’s Giants 2 - Envy Thou Not*

Junior has a new giant to face — a gadget-wielding advocate of 
materialism. Meanwhile, Celia is running for class president, Mom 
must cope with her inability as a scrapbooker, Dad keeps failing to 
install a wireless Internet connection, and Little Man has taken to 
scaling tall objects. For Junior to triumph, he must continue learning 
to follow the Spirit, and decide to lay up his treasures in heaven rather 
than on earth.

Item #: DBSB4933791
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Junior’s Giants - Anger’s Everywhere*

Junior Anderson is a smart elementary school student with wit, 
imagination and a comically whimsical family. Children will laugh 
and learn as Junior wages battle against his temper and an angry 
giant named Tude. Together with the help of his best friend Niko, 
his parents, and the Word of God, Junior discovers that to defeat 
the evil Tude, he must learn to follow the Spirit!

Item #: CVSB2778061
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Joseph Smith-Plates of Gold*   *Blu-Ray*

Step into nineteenth-century New England and experience the 
story of one of the most influential men in religious history. 
At only twenty-one years of age, Joseph Smith Jr. received a 
prophetic revelation that he was to translate ancient scripture 
into what would be published as the Book of Mormon.

Item #: DBSB5047963
List Price: $49.95
Cost: $32.50

Title: Joseph Smith Papers Season 2*

Scholars continue to tell the story of Joseph Smith using the 
documents that survive to illistrate his life, many of them they 
very texts that were used to compose volumes of Joseph Smith 
Papers.  Season 2 contains 6 discs and all episodes featured on 
KJZZ.

Item #: CVSB2778051
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Joseph Smith-Plates of Gold*

Step into nineteenth-century New England and experience the 
story of one of the most influential men in religious history. 
At only twenty-one years of age, Joseph Smith Jr. received a 
prophetic revelation that he was to translate ancient scripture 
into what would be published as the Book of Mormon.
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Item #: CVSB2778052
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Junior’s Giants: Nothing But the Truth

In this episode Junior Anderson wages battle against a giant 
crocodile lawyer named Lyle Little, Esquire. Lyle teaches Junior 
that the best way out of a lie is to lie a little more. His terrible 
advice sends Junior on a cross-country road trip with Mom to 
reveal the truth! 

Item #: DBSB5133117
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Just Let Go                             
In the face of tragedy, Chris Williams made the most important decision of 
his life. On a cold night in 2007, a devoted father of four and a seventeen-
year-old drunk driver both received life sentences. In one violent, devastat-
ing instant, each face a drastically different future. But as Chris Williams sat 
in a demolished vehicle, realizing that his wife, unborn baby, nine-year-old 
daughter, and eleven-year-old son had just been killed, he committed to do 
something extraordinary: he would forgive. 

Item #: DBSB5151795
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Just Let Go   *Blu-Ray*                       
In the face of tragedy, Chris Williams made the most important decision of 
his life. On a cold night in 2007, a devoted father of four and a seventeen-
year-old drunk driver both received life sentences. In one violent, devastat-
ing instant, each face a drastically different future. But as Chris Williams sat 
in a demolished vehicle, realizing that his wife, unborn baby, nine-year-old 
daughter, and eleven-year-old son had just been killed, he committed to do 
something extraordinary: he would forgive. 

Item #: CMSB51974
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Last Cowboy
Jacqueline “Jake” Cooper (Jennie Garth) returns to the family home 
after her grandfather dies in order to help the ranch climb out of 
its financial difficulties. Jake must not only balance the tough work 
of ranching with raising a young boy (Dylan Wagner), but she faces 
another struggle: coping with her estranged father (Lance Henriksen), 
whose relationship with Jake soured years earlier. 

Item #: DBSB5146681
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Last Descent           
In 2009 John Jones entered Nutty Putty Cave with his brother Josh. 
What happened next has been a topic of much discussion and contro-
versy ever since. Over 127 rescuers responded to the call for aid, and 
each one has their own take on the events. The Last Descent is a story 
about love, life, and human connection. Ultimately it is the story about 
how clearly you can see what matters most when you are at the edge 
of life and death. 

Item #: DBSB5146682
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Last Descent  *Blu-Ray*                       
In 2009 John Jones entered Nutty Putty Cave with his brother Josh. 
What happened next has been a topic of much discussion and contro-
versy ever since. Over 127 rescuers responded to the call for aid, and 
each one has their own take on the events. The Last Descent is a story 
about love, life, and human connection. Ultimately it is the story about 
how clearly you can see what matters most when you are at the edge 
of life and death. 
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Item #: CVSB2777986
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: LDS Film Classics Collection - Saints Around the World

Saints Around the World is a collection of four one-hour videos 
that tell of the rise of the Church in different parts of the world. 
Each segment shares stories of faith, courage, and endurance 
that will move and inspire you. 

Item #: CVSB2777951
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: LDS Film Classics Collection - The Touch*

Also included in this classics collection are The Good Samaritan, 
Akedah (The Binding), Elijah and the Widow of Zaraphath, and a 
bonus video, The Sisters of Bethany.
A woman with an issue of blood had touched Christ’s garment, believing that 
by doing so she would be healed. And she was. When Jesus saw her, He said, 
“Daughter, be of good comfort: thy faith hath made thee whole.” This moving 
account is beautifully captured in the BYU production The Touch.

Item #: CVSB2777921
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: LDS Film Classics Collection - Johnny Lingo*

Also included in this classic collection are The Mailbox, Uncle 
Ben, and Christmas Snows, Christmas Winds.
Now available on DVD, you can see how Johnny’s expertise as 
a trader and his insight into the human heart transform the shy 
and awkward Mahana into a beautiful person worth much more 
than the eight cows he bargained with.

Item #: CVSB2777960
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: LDS Film Classics Collection - Fourth Witness*

Also included in this collection of classics are: Eliza and I, and 
Woman, The Pioneer, a unique and colorful tribute to the 
indomitable spirit of pioneer women.
Fourth Witness is the compelling true story of Mary Whitmer’s 
personal struggle as she supported Joseph Smith and Oliver 
Cowdery in the early days of the Restoration.

Item #: DBSB4653589
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Last Miracle For Lavell - Lavell Edward’s Legendary Career 
Goes To The Wire*
Quiet, stoic, and laden with one-liners, LaVell Edwards had a storied 
career that wound down to a turbulent, twisting season that 
climaxed in 2000 with one miraculous finale.  In an exclusive peek 
behind the scenes, insider Kevin Mitchell documents the never-
before-recorded passion and drama of Edwards’s final chapter.

Item #: CVSB2777923
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: LDS Film Classics Collection - Cipher In The Snow*

Also included in this collection of classics are The Gift, The 
Emmett Smith Story, and John Baker’s Last Race.
When a teenage boy dies unexpectedly, his math teacher is asked to notify his 
parents and write his obituary. Although he was the boy’s favorite teacher, he 
hardly knew him. Shy and ostracized, the boy was a cipher, an unknown number 
in a class roll book. As the teacher unravels the mystery of what led to the boy’s 
death, he commits himself to not letting others suffer the same fate.
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Item #: CMSB1743
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Lehi In Arabia                         
Lehi in Arabia will enable you to visualize what it was like for Lehi and 
his family to travel for eight years through the wilderness, including 
the Valley of Lemuel, Nahom, and Bountiful. Stunning images shot on 
location over three years bring the rich culture of the Middle East alive 
and invite a new appreciation for this inspiring story. 

Item #: CVSB2700868
List Price: $17.95
Cost: $11.67

Title: Letter Writer

When Maggy Fuller, a rebellious and troubled teenager, receives 
an old-fashioned letter in the mail from an unknown source, 
she can’t imagine who could have so many wonderful things to 
say about her. After all, she is all but invisible to her father and a 
disappointment to her mom. 

Item #: CVSB2778004
List Price: $16.95
Cost: $11.02

Title: Life and Times of Joseph Smith

In this fascinating fireside talk on DVD, Richard Bushman, 
American historian and author of the bestselling biography, 
Joseph Smith: Rough Stone Rolling, presents his reflections on 
the life and times of the Prophet Joseph Smith. He describes the 
circumstances of Joseph’s life and gives a sketch of his place in 
the world, and the circumstances in which he lived.

Item #: CVSB2778015
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Life Lessons from Fathers of Faith

Fathers of Faith is like sitting down with a group of friends who 
have remarkable tales to share about their fathers—ordinary 
and extraordinary men who are remembered and cherished for 
some of their best moments. Woven within these compelling and 
eloquent reflections of fatherly advice, you’ll find compassion, 
strength, honor, discipline— and occasional eccentricity.

Item #: RLEG15017
List Price: $16.95
Cost: $11.02

Title: Lifetime of Service & Song-Janice Kapp Perry

A musical career that spans more than 30 years. Songwriting credits 
that include more than 1,000 songs and 70 recorded albums and 
songbooks. Ten songs in the Primary Children’s Songbook. Tenure as a 
singer with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. A wife, mother of four and 
foster mother of many. Janice Kapp Perry, now in her 70th year, has 
lived a life worth remembering. 

Item #: CMSB8031
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Light Within

Two inspirational films.
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Item #: CVSB2700911
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Love Finds You In Charm                    
Torn between two men from two very different worlds, beautiful 
Emma Miller would appear to be the luckiest girl in Indiana. She 
teaches school, has a loving family, and the town’s most eligible young 
man want to marry her. But this Amish girl has more on her mind than 
buggies and bonnets: she longs for adventure; she wants to see the 
world. When given the opportunity to spend the summer with rela-
tives in Charm, Ohio, Emma jumps at the chance.

Item #: DBSB5104710
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Lorenzo Snow A Mission of Miracles
Lorenzo Snow was born in 1814, in Mantua, Ohio. A student of the 
Bible, Lorenzo sought the truth and was baptized in 1836. Having 
military aspirations in his youth, they were quickly abandoned as 
Lorenzo eagerly spread the gospel. He opened the missionary work 
in Italy and was blessed with many spiritual gifts. As the leader of 
Brigham City, Lorenzo ran several co-ops, providing for the welfare of 
the Saints. 

Item #: RLEG20062
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Long Road Home

When 12-year-old Seth is left without a home, he must go to live 
with his grandparents on a farm in Utah. Being a city kid, life is tough, 
getting up before sunrise to do chores and having full responsibility 
of learning to drive a stubborn old tractor. But, adventure beyond his 
wildest dreams awaits the boy! 

Item #: CMSB4835
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Little Voices

Children tell the story of the life of Jesus Christ in their own words and 
through their own drawings. 

Item #: CVSB2700899
List Price: $19.99
Cost: $12.95

Title: Lincoln Hypothesis                           
Abraham Lincoln became the sixteenth President of the United States 
during a very dark time in America’s history. In this fascinating DVD, 
author Timothy Ballard explores the crucial role that President Lincoln 
played to bring this nation closer to heaven. You will see Lincoln as a 
man inspired of God who invoked a covenant relationship between 
America and its maker—not unlike the national covenants invoked by 
righteous leaders in the Book of Mormon.

Item #: RLEG40637
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Little Heroes

A girl’s heroic spirit and her faithful dog’s phenomenal courage join to 
perform an impossible rescue! Snubbed by her small-town neighbors, 
Charley Wilson and her German shepherd Fuzz, meet a true friend in 
Alonzo - a gruff old farmer who admires Charley and Fuzz for their 
funny antics and sense of real adventure. When Alonzo finds himself in 
big trouble that threatens his very life, it’s girl and dog to the rescue!
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Item #: DBSB5190020
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Love Kennedy                      

Kennedy Hansen is funny, loving, and seems to be a typical child—
until she inexplicably begins to fall. It takes years for a diagnosis...
juvenile Batten disease, an extremely rare, terrible, and terminal 
prognosis. There is no cure for Batten disease and after living only 
sixteen years, Kennedy leaves behind a great legacy of love and 
friendship. But her story doesn’t end at her death—in fact, that’s when 
the miracles really begin. 

Item #: DBSB5190020
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Love Kennedy  *Blu-Ray*                    

Kennedy Hansen is funny, loving, and seems to be a typical child—
until she inexplicably begins to fall. It takes years for a diagnosis...
juvenile Batten disease, an extremely rare, terrible, and terminal 
prognosis. There is no cure for Batten disease and after living only 
sixteen years, Kennedy leaves behind a great legacy of love and 
friendship. But her story doesn’t end at her death—in fact, that’s when 
the miracles really begin. 

Item #: CMSB2226547
List Price: $6.99
Cost: $5.32

Title: Love’s Enduring Promise (Sequel to Love Comes Softly)
Clark and Marty Davis were caught in a “marriage of convenience” that 
over time turned into deep mutual respect and love. In this sequel, 
they now preside over a growing family in their little prairie house. But 
as they reach out to those in their frontier community, they discover 
that love is not limited by the size of a dwelling. 

Item #: CMSB2221449
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Love Comes Softly
Based on Janette Oke’s best-selling book series, and directed by Michael 
Landon Jr., Loves Comes Softly is inspired story-telling for the whole family. 
Marty and Aaron Claridge (Katherine Heigl and Oliver Macready) travel west 
in search of new opportunity. But when tragedy strikes and Marty is suddenly 
widowed, the young woman must face the rugged terrain, bleak weather, 
and life among strangers-alone. That is until a handsome widower named 
Clark Davis ( Dale Midkiff) suggests a platonic “marriage of convenience” until 
Marty can return home. 

Item #: CMSB2278331
List Price: $6.99
Cost: $5.32

Title: Love’s Everlasting Courage (Prequel to Love Comes Softly Part 2)

Wes Brown (We Are Marshall, True Blood) joins Cheryl Ladd (Charlie’s 
Angels, Las Vegas) and Bruce Boxleitner (Tron, Heroes) in this heart-
warming story adapted from the bestselling “Love Comes Softly” se-
ries by Janette Oke. When the wife of a struggling homesteader on the 
western frontier unexpectedly dies, the man searches for the strength 
and courage to raise his young daughter - and finds it, with the help of 
his parents. 

Item #: CMSB2274560
List Price: $6.99
Cost: $5.32

Title: Love Begins (Prequel to Love Comes Softly Part 1)
Discover how the Love Comes Softly series began! After their father’s passing, 
Ellen Barlow (Julie Mond) and her sister Cassie struggle to maintain the family 
farm in Anderson’s Corner. When Clark Davis (Wes Brown) finds trouble in 
town on his way to California, Ellen agrees tohire him at the farm to work off 
his debts. Before long, Clark and Ellen unexpectedly develop feelings for each 
other. Ultimately, a turn of events inspires the pair to begin a legacy of love 
and faith together in this heartwarming family drama.  
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Item #: CMSB2248219
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Love’s Unending Legacy (5th Installment)

In the latest Love series installment, two years have passed since the 
tragic death of Missie’s husband Willie. Missie is forced to move back 
to her father’s ranch in Tettsford Junction and ends up adopting a 
teenage orphan girl who tests her faith and strength. Missie is com-
pelled to defend the girl’s orphan brother who is being mistreated by 
his adoptive family all the while fighting her own feelings of love for 
the town sheriff. 

Item #: CMSB2250320
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Love’s Unfolding Dream (6th Installment)

Based on the book from award-winning author Janette Oke comes the 
next chapter of the Love series and introduces audiences to the new 
generation when Missie’s daughter Belinda struggles with her dreams 
of becoming a doctor and her feelings for a newcomer in town. 

Item #: CMSB2262532
List Price: $6.99
Cost: $5.32

Title: Love Finds a Home (8th Installment)

The final chapter in the Love series! Belinda once again faces decisions 
about her life that are no less difficult than before. A very unexpected 
responsibility makes the choice even harder. 

Item #: CMSB2258089
List Price: $6.99
Cost: $5.32

Title: Love Takes Wing (7th Installment)

The Next Chapter in The Love Series Continues, as Dr. Belinda Davis 
Leaves Small Town Life for the Big City.

Item #: CMSB2232237
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Love’s Long Journey (3rd Installment of Love Comes Softly Series)

Missie’s shocking discovery is not the end of the story in? Love’s Long 
Journey. After all the planning and dreaming, Missie and Willie LaHaye 
were actually on the trail west in a covered wagon. Leaving behind 
the prairie home of Clark and Marty Davis, Missie finds herself caught 
between the elation of the new adventure and wondering if she’ll ever 
see her family again. 

Item #: CMSB2234563
List Price: $6.99
Cost: $5.32

Title: Love’s Abiding Joy (4th Installment of Love Comes Softly Series)

Following a treacherous journey West, Missie and her husband have 
set up a homestead where they’ve begun to raise a family. And now 
that a railroad line connects the states, Missie’s father is able to visit. 
But when the joyful reunion is interrupted by tragedy, the faith and 
love of this family is once again challenged in a story you and your 
family will never forget. 
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Item #: CMSB5039
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Love Surreal
For art student Abby (Shiri Appleby), campus life is perfectly swell, 
including her boyfriend Sy. He’s been Abby’s dream guy forever, but 
she’s about to get a wake-up call -- Quinn (Nick Zano), a fun-loving 
charmer who knows nothing about art until Abby reluctantly tutors 
him. And as his winsome personality starts winning her over, she finds 
herself in the middle of a love triangle. Who will she choose? Her oh-
so-perfect -- but imaginary boyfriend or this flesh-and-blood reality? 

Item #: CVSB2778019
List Price: $16.95
Cost: $10.50

Title: Love Letters of Joseph and Emma 

Enlightening and heartwarming, Love Letters of Joseph and 
Emma explores Joseph and Emma Smith’s close partnership as 
it takes a look at their personal correspondence to each other. 
This compelling documentary tells the love story of Joseph and 
Emma.

Item #: RLEG1878
List Price: $11.95
Cost: $8.00

Title: Manners for Missionaries

This exciting video presents practical social skills essential to 
interpersonal relationships. Suggestions are aimed at full-time 
missionaries but also to every member of the LDS Church. Great 
for missionary training preparation, Family Home Evenings, Youth 
Firesides, Activity Nights, and Mini-Classes.

Item #: CVSB2778036
List Price: $6.99
Cost: $5.32

Title: Mandie and the Secret Tunnel

When Mandie Shaw (Lexi Johnson, The Sugar Creek Gang) runs 
away from her log cabin home in 1899, she convinces Cherokee 
friends to help her escape into the Blue Ridge Mountains of 
North Carolina. After a treacherous journey, they reach the 
extravagant mansion of Uncle John, only to discover that his 
ship has been lost at sea. 

Item #: CVSB2788035
List Price: $6.99
Cost: $5.32

Title: Mandie and the Cherokee Treasure

When Uncle John forbids Mandie (Lexi Johnson, The Sugar 
Creek Gang) from joining his dangerous quest to keep an old 
promise, Mandie and her newfound mother take matters into 
their hands. Joined by friends, they embark on a harrowing 
journey by train to protect Mandie’s stubborn Uncle John.

Item #: DBSB5074900
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Making of Jimmer
In 2011, Jimmermania swept the country as fans everywhere watched Jimmer 
Fredette take college basketball by storm.
But Jimmer’s story started long before his phenomenal college basketball 
career. It started years before his top-ten draft into the NBA. His story started 
when, at a young age, he learned some of life’s most important lessons: hard 
work, determination, and the influence of a supportive family. It was then that 
Jimmer, only a few years old, made the decision to one day play in the NBA. 
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Item #: CVSB2777981
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Max’s Attic: Stories of Faith from the Book of Mormon

See the Book of Mormon come to life through the imagination 
of a child. Meet Max, a fun-loving seven year old, and Birdie, 
his fine, feathered friend who loves nothing more than making 
people laugh. Together, this dynamic duo explores stories of 
faith from the Book of Mormon and teaches us how we, too, can 
have faith.

Item #: CVSB2777971
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Meaning of Temples

In this fascinating lecture, Hugh Nibley combines his faith and 
his scholarship to introduce deep insights on the meaning of 
temples.

Item #: DBSB5134630
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Meet the Mormons *Blu-Ray*       
Meet the Mormons examines the very diverse lives of six devout members of 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Filmed on location and across 
the globe, Meet the Mormons takes viewers on a journey into the day-to-day 
realities of individuals living in the United States, Costa Rica, Nepal, and be-
yond. From their individual passions to their daily struggles, each story paints 
a picture as rich and unique as the next while challenging the stereotypes 
that surround the Mormon faith. 

Item #: DBSB5131568
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Meet the Mormons        
Meet the Mormons examines the very diverse lives of six devout members of 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Filmed on location and across 
the globe, Meet the Mormons takes viewers on a journey into the day-to-day 
realities of individuals living in the United States, Costa Rica, Nepal, and be-
yond. From their individual passions to their daily struggles, each story paints 
a picture as rich and unique as the next while challenging the stereotypes 
that surround the Mormon faith. 

Item #: RLEG723
List Price: $2.95
Cost: $2.00

Title: Mariah’s Prayer/Thy  Will Be Done

Mariah’s Prayer: Mariah’s older sisters have always teased her about 
the monster under her bed. With the help of her grandma and 
grandpa, she discovers that she can over come her bedtime fears 
through prayer. 
Thy Will Be Done: Since the death of his wife, Greg has withdrawn 
himself from life. With the help of his brother he searches his soul 
trying desperately to accept the will of God.

Item #: CVSB2778022
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Marital Relationships Seminar

Have you ever wished you could have a weekend getaway 
dedicated solely to strengthening your marriage? Do you ever 
wish you could sit down and get ideas from a professional 
marriage counselor, one that offers an LDS perspective and 
could make your good marriage even better? Now you can have 
both with Dr. Douglas E. Brinley’s Marital Relationships Seminar.
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Item #: CMSB9137
List Price: $5.95
Cost: $3.75

Title: Minor Details

Someone at the prestigious Danforth Academy is trying to 
make the students sick. Is it Mia or Riley, the rich girls? Or could 
it be Emily, the Principal’s daughter? Whoever it is, Abby, Paige, 
Claire and Taylor will have to put aside their differences and join 
together to solve the mystery!

Item #: DBSB5042946
List Price: $29.95
Cost: $18.50

Title: Messiah - Behold The Lamb Of God Complete Series*

In a day when many scholars have reduced Christ to a historical 
or purely figurative being, this seven-part documentary series 
stands to affirm His divinity by reconciling the historical Christ 
with the Christ of religious tradition.  This covers all phases of the 
Savior’s life- spanning His premortal existence to the Resurrection 
and Restoration of the gospel.

Item #: HLSB7849
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Mobsters and Mormons

A mafia family from New Jersey is placed in the witness 
relocation program to an all-Mormon community in Utah.

Item #: HLST808
List Price: $2.95
Cost: $2.00

Title: Money Or Mission*

Based on the Ensign article by Patrick Gill, Money or Mission is 
the inspiring story of one young man’s choice between serving a 
mission or staying home to earn money. Perfect for Family Home 
Evening and other teaching opportunities, Money or Mission will 
help youth realize that sometimes the right choice is not always 
the easiest but is ultimately the best.

Item #: MXEB78929
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Miramax Family Adventure Pack
 
4 Movies in One: Neverending Story 3, A Wrinkle in Time, Kind of the 
Wind, and Into the West.

Item #: RLEG527
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Miracle Dogs

The film is based on the inspirational story of Annie, a dog who 
battles and beats cancer.
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Item #: DBSB5071447
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Mormon Messages 2*

Mormon Messages 2, the second edition of the tremendously 
popular online video series from The Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints, is now available on DVD! This unique 
collection of 38 short videos uses wonderful object lessons to 
teach valuable principles of the gospel, including lessons on 
hope, faith, forgiveness, testifying of Christ, and many more!

Item #: CVSB2778018
List Price: $16.95
Cost: $11.02

Title: Mormon Myth-ellaneous*

Did Elvis read the Book of Mormon? Why are the Three Nephites 
always hitch-hiking? Take a comical jaunt to unlock the hidden 
mysteries of Mormon urban legends, faith-promoting rumors, 
and curious facts and fallacies. Hang on tight and enjoy a fast-
paced, fun ride and who knows, you may even learn a little 
something.

Item #: DBSB4752890
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Artist: Mormon Tabernacle Choir*
Title: America’s Choir
Dubbed “America’s Choir” by President Ronald Regan, the Mormon Tabernacle Choir 
celebrated 75 years of continual broadcast in July 2004. From its earliest beginning, 
just a few months after the pioneers arrived in the Salt Lake Valley, to its prestige as a 
world-renowned choir courted by concert halls in the most sophisticated cities across 
the globe, the Choir has a unique and fascinating story, now told on film by Lee Gro-
berg. As composer John Williams has said, “These are people who are there for the joy 
of music.”  America’s Choir  is their story.

Item #: DBSB5010332
List Price: $16.95
Cost: $11.02

Title: Mormon Scientist - The Life & Faith Of Henry Eyring*

This is a story of Henry Eyring, perhaps the Church’s most 
acclaimed scientist. It is a book about science and Mormonism, 
written to be easily understood by newcomers to both subjects. 
It demonstrates why one of the Church’s highest-profile 
intellectuals was also one of its humblest believers. 

Item #: CMSB40773
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: More Than Puppy Love
 
An 8 year old girl faces giving up her dog to help another.

Item #: DBSB5056500
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Mormon Messages*

Learn from the examples of others as you put the gospel in 
context with these real-life applications of eternal principles.
This tremendously popular online series is now available on 
DVD, giving you handy access to video tidbits that will enhance 
any setting, from family night to missionary moments to 
personal study. 
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Item #: DBSB5066521
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Artist: Mormon Tabernacle Choir*
Title: One Voice
One Voice is packed full of never-before-seen footage of the Mormon 
Tabernacle Choir during their summer tour across the Midwest. This 
insider’s view reveals a behind-the-scenes look at moving, feeding, 
and housing nearly six hundred performers, workers, and volunteers. 
See how one of the world’s largest choirs prepares for each stunning 
performance.

Item #: DBSB4516250
List Price: $15.95
Cost: $9.99

Artist: Mormon Tabernacle Choir*
Title: Historic Visit To Nauvoo
Historic Visit to Nauvoo includes songs of praise and patriotism re-
corded by the 360-voice Mormon Tabernacle Choir on the steps of 
the newly dedicated Nauvoo Illinois Temple. Selections include stir-
ring renditions of “The Spirit of God Like a Fire Is Burning,” “Come, 
Come Ye Saints,” and “America the Beautiful.”

Item #: CMSB2520
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Nephi & Laban
In this episode, young Spencer (Garrett Summers) has a hard time 
paying attention in Primary. Fortunately, his teacher, Sister Larsen (Joy 
Gardner, “The Testaments”), knows just what Spencer needs in order 
to make the scripture stories exciting, and all it takes is a little imagina-
tion. But not even Sister Larsen can predict the amazing outcome of 
Spencer’s imagination, where the story he’s learning about turns into 
a fun, yet heart-warming, musical production. 

Item #: CMSB75939
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Music of the Heart
Two-time Academy Award® winner Meryl Streep (It’s Complicated) 
stars with Angela Bassett (Notorious) in a heartwarming, acclaimed 
true story of how one woman’s musical gift affected those who least 
expected it.   Roberta Guaspari (Streep) overcame the skepticism of 
everyone who didn’t think she should be teaching violin to students 
in a tough inner-city neighborhood. 

Item #: CVSB2778044
List Price: $2.95
Cost: $2.00

Title: Much Ado about Mormons

This landmark volume explores nineteenth-, twentieth-, and twenty-
first-century Mormon society through the perspectives of journalists, 
novelists, travel writers, presidents, and other well-known public 
figures, including such varied people as Susan B. Anthony, Buffalo 
Bill Cody, Mark Twain, Leo Tolstoy, Vincent Price, Will Rogers, Angela 
Lansbury, Walter Cronkite, Margaret Thatcher, and dozens more. 

Item #: CVSB2700894
List Price: $17.95
Cost: $11.67

Title: Mormon Wars                           
The history of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter day Saints is replete with 
tales of sacrifice and suffering, tragedy and triumph. Now members of the 
Church can gain a deeper understanding of many of the significant trials 
faced by early Saints with Mormon Wars, a ground breaking volume that 
masterfully presents historical accounts of pioneer perseverance. From 
violent mob persecutions to armed troops in the Utah territory to the war 
against polygamy, understanding the events that refined the early Saints.
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Item #: RLEG577
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: No Place Like Home

An alien crash-lands to earth and is helped by a teenaged girl 
and her slightly younger brother.

Item #: NOAZ785
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Artist: Noah, Tim
Title: Wazzie Woodle Woo
Join Award Winning Tim Noah in his search for the Wow 
Wow Wibble Woggle Wazzie Woodle Woo! Meet Big Booger, 
Musty Moldy Melvin, Greasy Grimy Gertie and more fantastic 
characters in a Musical celebration of the imagination.

Item #: CMSB1373
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Nowhere Safe  
After two teen girls cruelly impersonate her online in a “reverse cyber 
bullying” plot, Ashley’s reputation is ruined. She and her mother Julie 
(a high school teacher) are ostracized, forcing them to flee an esca-
lating threat to their lives. Starting over at a new school miles away, 
romantic interests and the poignant lessons from an eccentric history 
teacher draw them out of seclusion until they realize confronting a 
hurtful past is essential to ensure a brighter future.

Item #: CNLT59699
List Price: $12.99
Cost: $8.25

Title: Nobody Knows
This documentary discusses the little known legacy of the Black 
Mormon converts. It confronts the issues which surfaced during the 
1960s when the Civil Rights Movement drew attention to the Mormon 
Church. 

Item #: CVSB2778003
List Price: $29.95
Cost: $18.50

Title: New Testament

Now you can listen to the word-for-word narration of this sacred 
book of scripture by Rex Campbell while you follow along with 
the highlighted text on your television screen. Listen and watch 
while exercising, working around the house, or relaxing as a 
family. Studying the scriptures has never been easier. 

Item #: DBSB4964481
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: New York Doll*

You’ll never forget the inspiring true story of Arthur “Killer” 
Kane, former bassist of the revolutionary rock band the New 
York Dolls. This Official Sundance Selection explores Arthur’s 
improbable transformation from jaded rock star to humble LDS 
service missionary.
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Item #: CMSB2287996
List Price: $14.99
Cost: $9.99

Title: October Baby
As the curtain rises, Hannah hesitantly steps onto the stage for her theatrical 
debut in college. Yet before she can utter her first lines, Hannah-unscripted-
collapses in front of the stunned audience. After countless medical tests, all 
signs point to one underlying factor: Hannah’s difficult birth. This revelation is 
nothing compared to what she then learns from her parents: she was actually 
adopted ... after a failed abortion attempt. Bewildered, angered, and con-
fused, Hannah turns for support to Jason, her oldest friend. 

Item #: CMSB1123
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Nowhere Safe  *Blu-Ray*
After two teen girls cruelly impersonate her online in a “reverse cyber 
bullying” plot, Ashley’s reputation is ruined. She and her mother Julie 
(a high school teacher) are ostracized, forcing them to flee an esca-
lating threat to their lives. Starting over at a new school miles away, 
romantic interests and the poignant lessons from an eccentric history 
teacher draw them out of seclusion until they realize confronting a 
hurtful past is essential to ensure a brighter future.

Item #: DBSB5146678
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Once I Was A Beehive                                   
Lane Speer is a 16 year old girl who spends her family vacations camping in 
the mountains. She takes the memories for granted until she loses her father 
to an unexpected bout with cancer. Only a year later, as Lane is still reeling 
from her father’s death, he mother remarries a guy that Lane hardly knows. 
Worst of all, he is a Mormon. To top it off, while they are on their honeymoon, 
they arrange to have her stay with her Mormon step-aunt who takes her 
away to a bible-themed girls camp with a bunch of young Mormon girls. 

Item #: DBSB5146678
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Once I Was A Beehive  *Blu-Ray*                               
Lane Speer is a 16 year old girl who spends her family vacations camping in 
the mountains. She takes the memories for granted until she loses her father 
to an unexpected bout with cancer. Only a year later, as Lane is still reeling 
from her father’s death, he mother remarries a guy that Lane hardly knows. 
Worst of all, he is a Mormon. To top it off, while they are on their honeymoon, 
they arrange to have her stay with her Mormon step-aunt who takes her 
away to a bible-themed girls camp with a bunch of young Mormon girls. 

Item #: DBSB5047964
List Price: $39.95
Cost: $25.96

Title: On Sacred Ground

On Sacred Ground is classic Truman Madsen – enlightening, 
illuminating, teaching, and testifying of Joseph’s lasting legacy 
and influence. Years ago when Brother Madsen’s lecture series 
was first made available, it lead thousands to a deeper spiritual 
understanding of the prophet and his place in the restoration. 

Item #: DBSB4996467
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Of Souls, Symbols, and Sacraments

In this important talk, originally given while he was president 
of BYU, Elder Jeffrey R. Holland turns his remarkable spiritual 
and literary talents to the subject of human intimacy. Rather 
than simply listing the dos and don’ts of personal purity, Elder 
Holland reviews the doctrinal seriousness of this topic.
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Item #: CMSB6838
List Price: $9.95 
Cost: $6.50

Title: One Man’s Treasure

Elder Johnson is a hard working, by-the-book missionary who is near 
the end of his service but has yet to see any fruit from his labors. His 
companion, the laid-back Elder Sarath, has had lots of baptisms, even 
though obedience isn’t his strongest attribute. A chance discovery 
of an old journal lead the Elders on a treasure hunt. Relying on each 
other’s strengths, they strive to solve the clues, which lead to an 
unexpected reward!

Item #: DBSB5018548
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Only A Stonecutter*

There are two kinds of people in this world, those who choose 
to act and those who are acted upon. In 1856 John Rowe Moyle 
chose to act by leaving their beloved England, crossing the plains 
with the Ellsworth handcart company to eventually settle in 
Alpine, Utah where for 20 years John walked 22 miles each day to 
the Salt Lake to chisel the granite stone of the temple.

Item #: RLEG463
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Out of Step

Graced with the instinctive ability to dance, Jenny Thomas 
wants nothing more than to become a professional dancer. All 
of her hard work pays off when she is accepted to a prominent 
dance program in New York. Against her mother’s will, but with 
the support of her father Jenny leaves her small Mormon town 
in Utah and heads to New York in pursuit of her dream.

Item #: DBSB5057516
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Opening Isaiah

For anyone who has ever found it difficult to understand the 
teachings of the prophet Isaiah comes a powerful learning 
opportunity by Ann Madsen, beloved LDS scholar and educator. 
In Opening Isaiah - a DVD presentation filmed in the Holy Land 
- Ann teaches about Isaiah’s profound prophecies in an easy-to-
understand way.

Item #: CMSB1693
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Once Upon a Summer
Is there anything sweeter than childhood memories? Not for Lisa and 
Andy. Years ago these cousins and best friends were inseparable, cre-
ating adventures that would last a lifetime. Now as adults they have 
gone their separate ways. But when Andy receives some devastating 
news and Lisa’s life is on the verge of falling apart, they reconnect. 
Looking to their past to face the present, they must overcome their 
challenges with the faith that inspired them as children. 

Item #: CVSB2778026
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: One Good Man*
Aaron Young is a good man, but even good men can be put to the test. 
Just when it seems his life can’t get more complicated, it does. Pressures 
with his job are reaching the breaking point, one daughter is struggling to 
find herself, and another has found a fiancé complete with future in-laws 
who are anything but supportive. To top it all off, Aaron has been called to 
be the bishop of his ward. At this pivotal point in his life, Aaron wonders if 
anything he does helps the people closest to him.
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Item #: CVSB2778016
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Passage To Zarahemla*

Orphans on the run — Kerra and Brock McConnell — seek help 
from LDS relatives in the small town of Leeds, Utah. Join Kerra 
as she discovers mind-bending mysteries in the nearby woods 
where a passageway exists to the jungled world of the Book of 
Mormon in 19 A.D.

Item #: DBSB4995576
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Outlaw Trail

1951. Circleville, Utah. Indian grave robbers unearth a leather pouch 
and the legend of Butch Cassidy’s vast cache of stolen treasure 
whispers to be more fact than fiction. A shady museum curator takes 
possession of the find, verifies it as belonging to Butch Cassidy, and 
becomes convinced that Butch’s youngest brother, 69 year old Max 
Parker, holds the clue to the whereabouts of Butch’s loot.

Item #: RLEG3262
List Price: $2.95
Cost: $2.00

Title: Peter Breinholt and Big Parade

Peter Breinholt and Big Parade live at Thanksgiving Point. 

Item #: MBWY4326898
List Price: $11.99
Cost: $8.50

Title: Piano Guys-Live at Red Butte Garden

The Piano Guys have become a YouTube sensation with their 
clever and inspiring takes on popular music and creative videos 
that accompany them.  This is their live PBS special perfomed in 
2012.

Item #: DBSB5132526
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Peculiar People           
A wonderful night of LDS-themed comedy, hosted by Lisa Valentine 
Clark (of Pretty Darn Funny) and featuring the talent of Aaron Wood-
dall, Josh Fonokalafi, Isaac Thoams, Steve Soelberg, Heath Harmison, 
Abi Harrison, and Jeremy Warner. 

Item #: CVSB2778056 
List Price: $4.95
Cost: $3.25

Title: Passages-True Stories of Faith and Inspiration from the Titanic

The HMS Titanic was built to be unsinkable. But on a fateful Sunday night in 
April of 1912, the largest passenger steamship in the world sank. Of the 2,208 
people on board, only 712 survived. In this moving documentary, personal 
accounts from long-lost voices of those who booked passage on the Titanic 
bring an intimately inspiring perspective to the greatest tragedy of the early 
twentieth century. 
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Item #: DBSB4940645
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Pornography - The Great Lie

Parents, priesthood leaders, and those who lead our youth 
need extensive guidance and tools to assist them in fighting 
pornography. This DVD, Pornography, The Great Lie, specifically 
addresses concerns relating to adolescent exposure to 
pornography and its insidious attack against the family.

Item #: CVSB2778025
List Price: $17.95
Cost: $11.67

Title: Porter Rockwell - Stories From the Life Of Porter Rockwell

He was called a saint and a sinner, a lawman and a criminal, a 
hero and a villian.  A friend of Joseph Smith since childhood and 
later his bodyguard, Rockwell saved the life of the prophet more 
than once.  This documentary on the life of Porter Rockwell is a 
fascinating insight on the life of one of Mormon history’s most 
controversial men.  

Item #: CMSB15336
List Price: $6.95
Cost: $5.00

Title: Power of Mothers

Celebrate motherhood’s powerful influence with this warm collection 
of interviews and perspectives from experts and mothers themselves. 
See the need for mothers, the importance of their roles in society, and 
their contributions. 

Item #:  RLEG12263
List Price: $19.99
Cost: $12.99

Title: Power of Love

The Power of Love is a romantic comedy about three couples in 
different stages of love and life that come together on a dance 
floor at Harvard University. Before the music ends, these three 
couples will unveil thier humor, passions, heartache and hope in 
this poignant glimpse into the complicated amusing reality of 
human relationships.

Item #: RLEG3262
List Price: $16.95
Cost: $11.02

Title: Polly: A One Woman Musical-Steven Kapp Perry

“Written by songwriter Steven Kapp Perry, POLLY is a musical tour 
de force that has brought audiences to their feet night after night 
since a standing-room only premiere at BYU. Filled with memorable 
music and starring the delightful Johanne Frechette Perry, POLLY is 
the remarkable story of Utah settler Polly Matilda Merrill Colton. It’s 
humorous, it’s touching, and best of all...it’s true!” 

Item #: RLEG100959
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Pony Express Rider

A young Texan seeking revenge for the death of his father joins up 
with the Pony Express to travel west across hostile terrain evading 
outlaws and Indians as he carries the United States mail and his thirst 
for justice.
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Item #: CVSB2778010
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Presidents and Prophets

In this groundbreaking work, Mike Winder presents the story of 
America’s presidents and The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints. From Washington to Bush, each President and their 
relationship with the Mormons is explored, and we see the 
Church rising from obscurity to political clout as America’s-
fastest growing religion. 

Item #: DBSB4973057
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Praise To The Man*

Beginning with the Prophet’s early years and continuing 
through his martyrdom, Praise to the Man celebrates the legacy 
of “the man who communed with Jehovah.”
Also available free* with your purchase, is the wonderfully 
reenacted life story of Spencer W. Kimball.
*Must send for your free DVD.

Item #: CMSB35285
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Pride & Prejudice Restored
Pride adn Prejudice has taken its place as one of the greatest televi-
sion productions of all time. The landmark adaptation from A&E and 
the BBC captured the hearts of millions by seamlessly translating the 
wit, romance, and intelligence of Jane Austen s classic novel to the 
screen. Now beautifully remastered for the ultimate in picture and 
sound quality.

Item #: DBSB5187895
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Promise of the Heart       

A group of friends from Benemerito, the famous Mormon boarding school 
in Mexico City, come together for their ten-year high school reunion and talk 
about the only thing on everyone’s minds: how is it possible that David has 
not ended up with Monique? They were the perfect couple in high school. 
David did everything right to deserve the girl of his dreams—he served a 
mission, survived as a new immigrant in the U.S., forged a successful music 
career. 

Item #: DBSB4909496
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Pride & Prejudice

Elizabeth Bennett is determined to ignore the frenzied dating 
scene in her college town. But when she meets Jack Wickham, 
a charming womanizer, and Darcy, a wealthy businessman, her 
resolve is put to the test.
This is a must-see modern retelling of everyone’s favorite Jane 
Austen novel!

Item #: DBSB5007101
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: President Gordon B. Hinckley

In this final tribute to a beloved prophet, hear personal accounts 
of the faith-defining moments that shaped his life, and listen to 
the warm memories shared by the family, friends and colleagues 
who knew him best. This special collection of poignant 
interviews and historic footage follows him around the globe 
and captures his charm and wisdom like never before. 
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Item #: RLEG19102
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Real Life Singles Ward

The Real Life Singles Ward features interviews with members of 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints who share their 
real life experiences including the hilarious, the heartfelt, and the 
heartbreaking, all in the pursuit of finding that special someone.

Item #: RLEG969
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Red Fury

Frankie is a lost Indian boy thrust into the bigotry of a turn of the 
century white community.  He is given a home by a lonely rancher  
and is befriended by the local school marm but the community 
still rejects at every turn.   With lives in the balance the boy and the 
beautiful stallion, Red Fury, face the ultimate test and come through 
with flying colors as they changes peoples hearts and minds forever.

Item #: CVSB2778057 
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Redemption

A true story of conflict and compassion, Redemption follows the saga of 
Henry Heath, a law man on the western frontier in 1862. After the grieving 
sheriff buries his only child, he learns that Jean Baptiste, an impoverished 
French immigrant, has been robbing the graves of the recently deceased. 
Through his reluctant service, Heath is forced to examine his own beliefs 
about mercy, justice, and redemption.

Item #: RLEG306556
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Reel Legacy

A Reel Legacy is a documentary that unveils the true story of 
Walt Disney’s head animator Wetzel ( Judge ) O. Whitaker, who 
left a very lucrative career at Walt Disney Studios to come to 
Utah to start a film studio for the LDS Church and pioneer a film 
program at Brigham Young University.

Item #: RLEG7049
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: R.M.

Jared Phelps (Kirby Heyborne) has completed two years of full-time 
missionary service for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
His mission president has promised him that he will be blessed for 
his service, and he thinks he has it all worked out. His girlfriend has 
waited for him. His boss promised that he could have his old job back, 
and he has already sent his application to BYU.

Item #: CVSB2700871
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Real Families, Real Answers

Real Families, Real Answers models how people can effectively 
overcome the challenges of everyday life.  Originally broadcast 
on public television, each insightful episode deals with issues 
that affect nearly all families at one time or another.
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Item #: CMSB101593
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Rescued*

Between the so-called restriction of her faith and the so-called 
freedom of the world, Megan Hughes favors the world. Things change 
drastically, however, when her plan crashes on a business trip. Along 
with two of her coworkers--the arrogant, office crush Mark, and the 
office nobobdy Chris, she finds herself stranded on an island. Now 
isolated from civilization, Megan embarks on a journey to discover 
what it really means to be rescued.

Item #: DBSB5014173
List Price: $16.95
Cost: $11.02

Title: Reflections Of Christ*
Mark Mabry’s spiritual journey to recreate and photograph the life 
and ministry of Jesus Christ , filmed by Cameron Trejo, can make a 
profound impact in your own home and classroom. From the manger 
scene to the setting of Christ’s baptism to the site of Christ’s crucifixion 
and resurrection, watch Mark Mabry recreate the Savior’s most awe-
inspiring moments as if you were there witnessing the events first-
hand.

Item #:RBSB6029
List Price: $29.96
Cost: $19.99

Title: Royal Bliss-Live at the Depot (Combo Pack)

Royal Bliss’s Annual Pre-Thanksgiving Bash 2013 Live at the Depot. 
Comes in a combo pack with a DVD and a Blu-ray!  
Track Listing: 1. Intro 2. Welcome 3. Monster 4. We Did Nothing Wrong 
5. I Got This 6. It Haunts Me 7. Cry Sister 8. By and By 9. I Love You 10. 
Crazy 11. Devils & Angels 12. With A Smile 13. Save Me 14. I Was Drunk 

Item #: RLEG10064
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Rigoletto

Things are not going well in the depression-era town of Castle 
Gate. Mr. Ribaldi, a mysterious rich man with a disfigured face 
and an abrasive personality, has just bought and moved into a 
long-vacant mansion. Bonnie, an adolescent girl who loves to 
sing, ends up working for Ribaldi so that her family can stay in 
their house. 

Item #: RLEG583
List Price: $6.95
Cost: $5.00

Title: Roots and Wings

Ruben Diaz, a sensitive man very skilled at carpentry, has 
emigrated with his family to the United States from Mexico. He 
is generally happy, but shows some irritation that his oldest 
son, Pedro, now favors the use of English over Spanish, and 
basketball in place of soccer (one of his passions).

Item #: DBSB4993240
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Return With Honor*

Rowe McDonald is a headstrong missionary who has life after 
his mission all figured out. When a fatal car crash interrupts his 
plans, he is given sixty days to return to life and finish his work. 
Now he must choose whether to lead the life he planned, or 
reach beyond himself to change the lives of others.
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Item #: CVSB1115919
List Price: $16.95
Cost: $11.02

Title: Sacred Walls - Learning From Temple Symbols*

This unique and fascinating DVD based on the book by Gerald E. 
Hansen is designed to help you see the House of the Lord with 
new eyes as you examine the “voices” of temple exteriors along 
with the “voices” of the Book of Mormon.

Item #: DBSB4933432
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Saints & Soldiers*

Based on actual WWII events, the award winning Saints And 
Soldiers movie tells the dramatic story of a small band of Allied 
Soldiers trapped behind enemy lines with information that could 
save thousands of American lives. Saints And Soldiers explores the 
struggles of a Christian on the battlefield, the role of faith in times 
of trial, the value of a human soul and the bonds of brotherhood 
between wartime enemies.

Item #: DBSB5093169
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Saints & Soldiers - Airborne Creed

SAINTS & SOLDIERS: AIRBORNE CREED tells the action-packed 
story of three World War II U.S. Army paratroopers—Rossi 
(Corbin Allred), Jones (David Nibley), and Curtis (Jasen Wade)—
fighting desperately to fulfill their mission against seemingly 
insurmountable odds. 

Item #: DBSB5101597
List Price: $29.95
Cost: $18.50

Title: Saints & Soldiers - Airborne Creed *Blu-Ray*

SAINTS & SOLDIERS: AIRBORNE CREED tells the action-packed 
story of three World War II U.S. Army paratroopers—Rossi 
(Corbin Allred), Jones (David Nibley), and Curtis (Jasen Wade)—
fighting desperately to fulfill their mission against seemingly 
insurmountable odds. 

Item #: CMSB1293
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Sacred Stone: Temple on the Mississippi
                                                                                                                                         
History of the Nauvoo Temple, narrated by Hal Holbrook.

Item #: RLEG101879
List Price: $6.95
Cost: $5.00

Title: Rulon’s Game

You will discover that in the game of life each move literally 
counts. Your every action has a direct effect on your happiness 
now and in the future. Nowhere is this more apparent than in 
Rulon’s gripping journey of self-discovery.
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Item #: CVSB2777911 
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Saints at War

Saints at War Experiences of Latter-day Saints in World War II 
Written and compiled by Robert C. Freeman and Dennis A. 
Wright Saints at War combines over 200 remarkable stories-from 
Church leaders and veterans around the world-with hundreds of 
images that capture the essence of faith in the midst of war.

Item #: DBSB5125995
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Saints and Soldiers-The Void

Before the war, private Jesse Owens was a product of segregation and 
racial discrimination, forced by law to ride in the back of the bus and 
disenfranchised from the political process. As the Germans bear down 
on the Americans, Owens fights the Axis powers for a freedom he and 
his fellow African American soldiers have never felt. 

Item #: CFSB30314
List Price: $24.96
Cost: $17.50

Title: Saratov Approach
The Saratov Approach is the extraordinary, untold story of Elders Tra-
vis Tuttle and Andrew Propst and their week-long abduction in Sara-
tov, Russia. On what seemed like any other day during their two-year 
LDS missions, Elders Travis Tuttle and Andrew Propst are approached 
by Nikolai to meet a friend. But then the missionaries experience the 
unimaginable — kidnapped, beaten, and held for ransom for nearly a 
week — on the other side of the world in Saratov, Russia. 

Item #: CMSB8833
List Price: $4.95
Cost: $3.25

Title: Same River Twice
Thirteen years ago, five young men spent their summer as rafting 
guides along the Snake River. It was the best summer of their lives...
until a fatal rafting accident claimed one of them. Years later, the four 
friends and their families return to the river for one last whitewater 
thrill ride. But they soon find that things aren’t exactly as they remem-
ber. No longer the daredevils they once were, they must pull together 
in order to survive a hair-raising run down deadly rapids! 

Item #: CMSB3834
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Samuel the Lamanite
Through the story of Samuel the Lamanite, a young modern-day 
girl learns the importance of standing up for her beliefs. Under 
much adversity, Samuel’s integrity as he prophesizes to the 
Nephites about the birth of the Savior is an inspiration to all.

Item #: CVSB2700864 
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Saints at War-Vietnam

It was a dark time in the history of America. For more than twenty 
years our nation’s finest fought to preserve the liberty and freedom 
of the South Vietnamese people. Despite their ultimate defeat in 
Vietnam, these soldiers’ suffering and sacrifice were not wasted. Many 
of the Vietnamese were brought to know the gospel of Jesus Christ 
through the work of Latter-day Saints serving in the conflict.
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Item #: RLEG3938010
List Price: $17.95
Cost: $11.67

Title: Saturday’s Warrior

The classical musical now has digitally enhanced picture quality, 
improved sound, “The making of” documentary, bloopers and out-
takes. The minute “making of the video” is an inspirational look at the 
cast and crew 10 years after the Saturday’s Warrior video was made 
and how that experience together has touched their lives over the 
years. 

Item #: RLEG362
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Saturday’s Warrior (DVD/CD Combo)

The classical musical now has digitally enhanced picture quality, 
improved sound, “The making of” documentary, bloopers and out-
takes. The minute “making of the video” is an inspirational look at the 
cast and crew 10 years after the Saturday’s Warrior video was made 
and how that experience together has touched their lives over the 
years.  This also includes the CD soundtrack of the movie.

Item #: CFSB919752
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Saturday’s Warrior           
Saturday’s Warrior is a musical fantasy that originated on the stage in 1974 
with music by Lex de Azevedo and book and lyrics by Doug Stewart. It is 
based on the idea that we existed before we were born into this life, in a 
realm where we not only had relationships with others with whom we would 
share our earthly journey, but that we might even have made promises to 
them. Saturday’s Warrior is the age-old story of a prodigal son struggling to 
find himself as he faces temptations, family expectations, and the changing 
values of the times. 

Item #: CFSB919769
List Price: $29.95
Cost: $18.50

Title: Saturday’s Warrior  *Blu-Ray*           
Saturday’s Warrior is a musical fantasy that originated on the stage in 1974 
with music by Lex de Azevedo and book and lyrics by Doug Stewart. It is 
based on the idea that we existed before we were born into this life, in a 
realm where we not only had relationships with others with whom we would 
share our earthly journey, but that we might even have made promises to 
them. Saturday’s Warrior is the age-old story of a prodigal son struggling to 
find himself as he faces temptations, family expectations, and the changing 
values of the times. 

Item #: CFSB30315
List Price: $29.97
Cost: $21.00

Title: Saratov Approach  *Blu-Ray*
The Saratov Approach is the extraordinary, untold story of Elders Tra-
vis Tuttle and Andrew Propst and their week-long abduction in Sara-
tov, Russia. On what seemed like any other day during their two-year 
LDS missions, Elders Travis Tuttle and Andrew Propst are approached 
by Nikolai to meet a friend. But then the missionaries experience the 
unimaginable — kidnapped, beaten, and held for ransom for nearly a 
week — on the other side of the world in Saratov, Russia. 

Item #: CVSB2700900
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $7.60

Title: Saratov Approach (The Story Behind)                   
Their story captured headlines across America. The movie captivated audi-
ences worldwide. Now, Travis Tuttle and Andrew Propst share The Story 
Behind The Saratov Approach, revealing insights and intimate details of their 
kidnapping that were unknown . . .until now. Hear Tuttle and Propst’s first-
hand accounts of their terrifying abduction, their time in captivity, and their 
miraculous escape. The Story Behind The Saratov Approach is an inspiring fi 
reside event that reminds us all to trust in the Lord no matter how dark the 
pathway before us.
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Item #: CMSB1363
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Saved by Faith
Saved By Faith is an inspirational faith-based television series, shar-
ing real stories of life and death situations where divine providence 
miraculously intervened to save a life. 

Item #: RLEG362
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Saturday’s Warrior/Star Child

Saturday’s Warrior and Star Child together in one DVD set. 

Item #: RLEG10074
List Price: $13.95
Cost: $8.50

Title: Seasons of the Heart

Martha and Jed Richards live in Oregon in 1862. They and 
their two daughters moved there to make a new life, but the 
daughters died of cholera along the way. This has left Martha 
an emotional wreck, and she is unable to move on with her life. 
That is until an orphan named Danny comes to live with them. 

Item #: DBSB5010331
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Scripture Bugs*

What’s better than entertaining your children? Teaching them 
gospel principles at the same time. This 3-D animated adventure 
will have your kids singing along as they learn the story of 
Moses and the power of finding their talents.

Item #: DBSB5025085
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Scout Camp
The Fire Dragon patrol, with their ever supportive scoutmaster Kerry 
(Kirby Heyborne) is headed to Camp Rakhouta for what might be the 
best week of their lives. But when the legendary “Spirit Stick” of the 
prestigious camp goes missing, the entire tradition of the camp is 
threatened. Now the Fire Dragons, led by York Hayes (Shawn Carter) 
must do whatever it takes to find the stick, return it, and restore the 
legacy of the camp.

Item #: CMSB4438
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Scents and Sensibility
Based on the novel Sense and Sensibility by Jane Austen - Elinor and 
Marianne find themselves penniless after their father’s fortune is taken 
away. As they look for ways to pay the bills, they encounter people 
who judge them and try to keep them down in the dumps. Add falling 
in love into the mix and determining who to trust becomes a mine 
field. Can the sisters find a balance between relying on their hearts 
and using good sense without losing everything they hold dear? 
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Item #: RLEG8013921
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Seven Alone

Seven Alone is based on a true story, It is a families journey 
From Missouri to Oregon in 1843. Facing a myriad of challenges, 
tragedy strikes the family, leaving all seven children alone to 
fight for themselves. A young girl is taken by Indians and the 
family sets out to find her. And a family crosses the country with 
a wagon train full of hardships.

Item #: DBSB5063066
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: 17 Miracles

As part of the Willie Handcart Company, Levi Savage (Jasen Wade) feared that 
leaving late in the season would lead to despair and death. What he came to 
find out is that for every tragedy, there is a multitude of miracles.Based on 
unbelievable actual events, and brought to you by filmmaker T.C. Christensen 
(Praise to the Man, The Work and the Glory), 17 Miracles will open your eyes 
to the stories of the Mormon Pioneers as you have never seen them before. 

Item #: DBSB5070675
List Price: $29.95
Cost: $18.50

Title: 17 Miracles *Blu-Ray*

As part of the Willie Handcart Company, Levi Savage (Jasen Wade) feared that 
leaving late in the season would lead to despair and death. What he came to 
find out is that for every tragedy, there is a multitude of miracles.Based on 
unbelievable actual events, and brought to you by filmmaker T.C. Christensen 
(Praise to the Man, The Work and the Glory), 17 Miracles will open your eyes 
to the stories of the Mormon Pioneers as you have never seen them before. 

Item #: CMSB1743
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Singing With Angels             
A powerful movie that will lift your spirits to new heights! Join Au-
brey as her life is touched by the hope of an ill child, a desperate man 
rescued by the power of music, and her own journey through joys and 
challenges to discover she is never alone—and that God is there with 
His arms open to invite her in. You will laugh, cry, and cherish every 
minute of this movie! 

Item #: CVSB2700896
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Second Witness: Elizabeth Panting Story
Since she was a small girl, Jane Panting has heard miraculous stories from her 
mother, Elizabeth Panting, of temporal salvation the young family experi-
enced as they voyaged from Gloucester, England, to Zion in the Salt Lake Val-
ley. Wilford Woodruff blessed Elizabeth that she and her children would reach 
their destination, and they experienced the Lord’s providential hand on more 
than one occasion—in both England and on the American plains. But Jane 
was only an infant when they made their harrowing journey and is beginning 
to doubt her mother’s fantastic stories.

Item #: CVSB2777911 
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Sensible Food Storage

Experience has shown that when people are in emergency 
situations, food and water become the focus of everyone’s 
attention. But it doesn’t take a natural disaster to need food 
storage. Personal economic disasters happen every day in 
this country. Food storage can be life-saving in many different 
situations. 
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Item #: RLEG8379
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Singles 2nd Ward

When Dalen (Kirby Heyborne) meets the spunky and beautiful 
Christine (Erin Chambers), it’s love at first sight…even though her 
non-member parents cant see it! When Christine’s parents arrive 
in Utah for the nuptials, Dalen and Christine must keep the peace 
between her warring parents and everyone else!

Item #: RLEG10008
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Singles Ward

When Jonathan Jordan gets divorced he’s thrust back into the world 
of being a single Mormon – a world who’s ultimate goal is eternal 
marriage. Struggling to fit in, Jonathan decides to stop going to 
church only to be pursued by the members of the local singles ward 
who want to reactivate him.

Item #: RLEG989
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Solo

A woman named Liz Brantley takes a three-legged solo flight 
and then her plane crashes.

Item #: CMSB1353
List Price: $21.95
Cost: $13.15

Title: 16 Stones *Blu-Ray*
The exciting journey of faith in 16 Stones comes to life in a time 
fraught with persecution. In 1830s Missouri, James vows to protect 
the people of his village after it is attacked. He embarks on a quest 
to find the 16 Jaredite stones, but it is a trail filled with danger and 
challenges. WIth the help of two friends, they find peace in the face of 
turmoil and faith in the face of doubt. 

Item #: CMSB1723
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: 16 Stones 
The exciting journey of faith in 16 Stones comes to life in a time 
fraught with persecution. In 1830s Missouri, James vows to protect 
the people of his village after it is attacked. He embarks on a quest 
to find the 16 Jaredite stones, but it is a trail filled with danger and 
challenges. WIth the help of two friends, they find peace in the face of 
turmoil and faith in the face of doubt. 

Item #: CVSB2778002 
List Price: $1.95
Cost: $1.50

Title: Sisterz in Zion

What happens when New York City meets Provo, Utah? A group 
of diverse Young Women, converts to the LDS Church, find out 
when they travel from New York City to attend Especially for 
Youth (EFY) in Utah for a week. But when they arrive at Brigham 
Young University they feel more out of place than ever. 
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Item #: HLST8309
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Sons of Provo Confidential

This is a DVD and bonus CD, packaged together. SONS OF PROVO: 
CONFIDENTIAL is the (not quite) true story of Will, Danny, and Kirby – the 
trio known to tens of hundreds of adoring fans as Everclean! New interviews 
with those who knew them best add insight into the collective mind of three 
completely different individuals with something to prove and nowhere to go 
but up… and eventually apart.

Item #: DBSB4906479
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Standards Night Live

Everything you’ve wanted your teens to hear about media, modesty and 
morality is contained in this new Standards Night DVD. Using the newest For 
the Strength of Youth pamphlet, John Bytheway outlines the standards in a 
direct honest and clear fashion, yet he delivers the message in such a way 
that youth and adults alike don’t feel lectured or preached to, but motivated 
and excited to live their lives on a higher plane.

Item #: RLEG3884680
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Stand Strong

Matt Webster measures his success by his possessions. Though 
he appears to have it all, pride of ownership does little to fill the 
void of a purposeless life. Broken relationships, isolation and 
pain for himself and his family, are the result of his pride and 
selfishness.

Item #: RLEG8009
List Price: $11.95
Cost: $8.00

Title: Star Child

Like Saturday’s Warrior, Star Child begins in the pre-existence, where 
Larry learns he is to be born a non-member in a foreign land. His best 
friend, Chuck, promises to find him and bring him the gospel. He also 
pledges to find and marry his sweetheart, Marie, so young Michael 
and Sarah can have the parents they’ve always dreamed of.

Item #: RLEG423
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Someone Was Watching

When Chris falls asleep whilst supposed to be watching his little 
sister, Molly, she goes missing. Finding her colouring book by the 
river, everyone believes she drowned there and try and move on with 
their life. But when Chris and his best friend, Pat watch over a tape of 
the day she went missing some things just don’t match up and Chris 
believes his sister was kidnapped and is still alive. 

Item #: RLEG7579
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Sons of Provo

Will, Kirby, and Danny are the hottest new sensation in Mormon pop 
music! Will is an aerobics instructor, Danny is a student of eastern 
philosophy, and Kirby is a scrapbooking specialist. Together, they 
make up the band “Everclean” and they have taken the Mormon boy 
band scene by storm. 
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Item #: DBSB5077997
List Price: $17.95
Cost: $11.67

Title: Story of Jesus

The Story of Jesus is a new major production combining HD 
quality dramatic footage depicting the life of Jesus, interviews 
with some of the world’s top religious experts, and documentary 
footage of the latest archaeological finds in Israel and Palestine–
including stunning aerial photography of the major sites.

Item #: RLEG786
List Price: $11.95
Cost: $8.00

Title: Take a Chance

The story of two brothers from Texas, Kirby Heyborne (The R.M., The Best Two 
Years, Saints and Soldiers) and Corbin Allred (Saints and Soldiers) travel to a 
small town in Idaho in search of the girls of their dreams. Posing as foreign 
exchange students, they are welcomed into the home of a fanatical religious 
family only to find that one of the girls they came for won’t be home for a 
week.

Item #: HLST800
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Suits on the Loose

Suits on the Loose is the story of two rebellious teens, Justin and Ty, and their 
breakout from a desert survival camp. When two naive Mormon missionaries, 
Elder Talbot and Elder Johnson, run into a restroom at a remote rest stop, 
Justin steals their car. Scrapping their military fatigues for the conservative 
missionaries’ tags in hopes of passing through any road blocks, their guise is 
so good that the police insist upon escorting the escapees directly to New 
Harmony.

Item #: CMSB1859
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Sweetwater Rescue-The Willie & Martin Story
                                                                                                                                     
The story of the rescure of the ill-fated handcart companies.

Item #: DBSB5107245
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Studio C

Seasons 1 and 2 of the hilarious BYUtv sketch comedy series, Studio C, 
featuring Whitney, Mallory, Jason, Matt, and the rest of the cast pulling 
out all the stops with two full seasons of enough rip-roaring hilarity 
to make you spit milk out of your nose. Travel back to the moment it 
all began and watch some of the very first Studio C sketches, plus two 
never-before-seen features! 

Item #: CVSB2777953 
List Price: $29.95
Cost: $18.50

Title: Teachings of the Book of Mormon Part 1

Now you can join Dr. Nibley in the first of four Honors Book of 
Mormon classes that he taught at BYU during 1988–90. Part 
one contains twenty-nine lectures focusing on 1 Nephi through 
Mosiah 5. It is vintage Nibley, with his insights, humor, and 
passionate convictions, discussing a book that he loves and 
knows so well. Nearly twenty-seven hours of learning.
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Item #: CVSB2777961 
List Price: $29.95
Cost: $18.50

Title: Teachings of the Book of Mormon Part 3

Now you can join Dr. Nibley in the first of four Honors Book 
of Mormon classes that he taught at BYU during 1988–90. 
It is vintage Nibley, with his insights, humor, and passionate 
convictions, discussing a book that he loves and knows so well. 
Nearly twenty-seven hours of learning.

Item #: CVSB2777977 
List Price: $29.95
Cost: $18.50

Title: Teachings of the Pearl of Great Price

This series, available for the first time on DVD, contains twenty-
six lectures. It is vintage Nibley, with his insights, humor, and 
passionate convictions, discussing a book that he loves and 
knows so well. This 3-DVD set contains nearly twenty-six hours 
of learning and will be a valuable companion to your study of 
the Pearl of Great Price. 

Item #: CVSB2777932 
List Price: $29.95
Cost: $18.50

Title: Teachings of the Book of Mormon Part 4

Now you can join Dr. Nibley in the first of four Honors Book 
of Mormon classes that he taught at BYU during 1988–90. 
It is vintage Nibley, with his insights, humor, and passionate 
convictions, discussing a book that he loves and knows so well. 
Nearly twenty-seven hours of learning.

Item #: CVSB2778050 
List Price: $17.95
Cost: $11.67

Title: That Promised Day

You will be fascinated by this compelling story of the miraculous 
events that led to the creation and publication of the modern 
version of the complete standard works of The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints.

Item #: CMSB42089
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.32

Title: Ten Commandments
The Ten Commandments unfolds with all of the spectacle, violent hu-
man drama, and grand inspiration that have earned it its distinction as 
the greatest story ever told. 

Item #: CVSB2777955 
List Price: $29.95
Cost: $18.50

Title: Teachings of the Book of Mormon Part 2

Now you can join Dr. Nibley in the first of four Honors Book of 
Mormon classes that he taught at BYU during 1988–90. Part 
two covers Mosiah 6 through Alma 41 in twenty-seven lectures. 
It is vintage Nibley, with his insights, humor, and passionate 
convictions, discussing a book that he loves and knows so well. 
Nearly twenty-seven hours of learning.
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Item #: DBSB4931822
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Thanksgiving of American Folk Hymns

A Thanksgiving of American Folk Hymns is now presented year-
round on over 200 public television stations. The program features 
arrangements of beautiful hymn melodies in stunning performances 
that leave audiences profoundly moved and inspired. The concert was 
widely rebroadcast in the aftermath of 9/11 as a calming and a healing 
gesture.

Item #: CMSB7008974
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.50

Title: Trail of Hope
Story of the pioneer trek west as seen on PBS.

Item #: DBSB5029841
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Touch Of The Master’s Hand/The Pump*

The Touch of the Master’s Hand — A finely crafted violin falls 
into uncaring hands and has no worth until a touch from the 
Master’s hand reveals its great value.

The Pump — A dramatic parable of choice and its resulting 
consequences.

Item #: CMSB10744
List Price: $10.95
Cost: $6.35

Title: Touching Wild Horses
After a terrible car accident involving his family, 12-year-old Mark 
is sent to live with his Aunt Fiona on a beautiful and remote island. 
Isolated from most of the world, Fiona and a park ranger are the only 
human inhabitants of this wind-swept island, home to a herd of wild 
horses. Her reclusive personality makes Mark’s new life on the island 
difficult, but he soon begins to see the beauty of the nature and the 
animals around them.

Item #: CMSB5633
List Price: $3.95
Cost: $2.75

Title: Times and Teachings of Joseph Smith
From the Joseph Smith Jr. and Emma Hale Smith Historical Society, 
and the director and producers of Joseph Smith: The Prophet of the 
Restoration, comes this wonderful addition to any family night or 
classroom. Precious moments of the Prophet Joseph Smith’s life are 
revealed in this wonderful, original compilation of films. Enjoy these 
teaching and influencing moments. A perfect companion to any study 
of the Prophet’s ministry and life. 

Item #: CMSB2130
List Price: $15.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Train Master

After buying Western Railroad, young upstart Brett (Jonathan Hall) 
fires longtime employee Jeremiah (Michael Biesanz), a man who lives 
for his job. But the two must work together when Brett’s son (Daniel 
Nelson), Jeremiah’s grandson (Elijah Nelson) and several other kids get 
trapped aboard a runaway train. As the children head straight for a 
nuclear power plant, the adults search for some way to avert disaster.
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Item #: RLEG266
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Trek-Reliving the Handcart Experience

Nearly 400 youth and their leaders spent four days re-enacting, 
trekking and reliving some of the most dramatic events that occurred 
on the Mormon Pioneer Trail. Pulling handcarts, these young pioneers 
walked in the footsteps of those who traversed this trail over 150 years 
ago.

Item #: CMSB101553
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Turn Around
Sara is at the top of her game. She has the chance to be chosen for an elite 
summer tennis program, but her hopes are dashed unexpectedly by the one 
person no one likes--Colton. Colton is at the bottom of life, constantly lead-
ing others away, hurting people, giving no one respect, and making fun of 
other teens for not going what he does. But then his parents pray for some 
intervention in his life. When he’s partying one night, Colton ends up in a car 
wreck with Sara, and goes through an experience that changes him. 

Item #: CVSB2777919 
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $7.60

Title: Truth & Conviction: The Helmuth Hübener Story

This is the story of Helmuth Hübener. Helmuth Hübener led a 
resistance group composed of himself and two of his childhood 
friends from his LDS Church branch. The three of them carefully 
distributed flyers throughout Hamburg that denounced Hitler 
and his propaganda machine.  

Item #: DBSB5206690
List Price: $24.95
Cost: $16.25

Title: Trek the Movie  *Blu-Ray*                                               2018

Trek follows a young Mormon teenager named Tom and his friends on their 
handcart journey. Along the way, they try to smuggle in unsanctioned food, 
battle sibling rivalry, encounter a “special ops” Young Men leader, match 
wits with a Twinkie-loving skunk, and ponder doctrinal brain teasers like, 
“Do General Authorities go to PG-13 movies?” But, when they encounter 
unexpected trouble, their faith is tested much like that of their pioneer 
ancestors.

Item #: DBSB5205720
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Trek the Movie                                                   2018

Trek follows a young Mormon teenager named Tom and his friends on their 
handcart journey. Along the way, they try to smuggle in unsanctioned food, 
battle sibling rivalry, encounter a “special ops” Young Men leader, match 
wits with a Twinkie-loving skunk, and ponder doctrinal brain teasers like, 
“Do General Authorities go to PG-13 movies?” But, when they encounter 
unexpected trouble, their faith is tested much like that of their pioneer 
ancestors.

Item #: CMSB1483
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Treasure In Heaven*

Treasure in Heaven is the true story of John Tanner, a wealthy 
New York landowner and convert to the Church who in 1834 
sold his properties to assist the Church. He freely gave all he 
had, giving us an example of generosity and consecration in 
serving the Lord.
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Item #: RLEG2665
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Unfolding

This short film, directed by Christian Vuissa, is about Lila, a teenage girl 
who is struggling to understand her father (and her relationship with 
him) who lost his memory when she was very young. 

Item #: CMSB2244486
List Price: $14.95
Cost: $9.99

Title: Ultimate Gift
The Ultimate Gift is a tale of one man’s tumultuous journey toward 
personal growth and fulfillment. Surrounded in life, and death, by 
avaricious family members fueled by a sense of entitlement, billionaire 
Red Stevens wants to bequeath at least one member of his extended 
family “the ultimate gift”: something he perceives as immensely more 
valuable than material wealth. 

Item #: DBSB5063065
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Unitards

Lewis Grady just won the student-body elections at Skyline High 
School and Vice Principal Spooner has big plans for the goof-off high 
school senior. Charged with the difficult challenge of bringing school 
spirit back to Skyline, Lewis teams up with his two odd-ball friends to 
change the school forever. And they have the perfect way to do it: a 
guys-only dance team called the Unitards.

Item #: RLEG49
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Upon You My Fellow Servants/Our Promises Made at Baptism

Upon You My Fellow Servant: Eleven year old Randy tells his friend, 
Tommy about the Aaronic Priesthood.

Our Promise Made at Baptism: Sally and Tod are just a couple of 
ordinary kids who have some extra-ordinary things to say about their 
baptisms.

Item #: DBSB5005573
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Unlikely Mormon: The Conversion Story of Glenn Beck 

In this presentation, Glenn Beck tells an audience of nearly 7,000 
about his conversion to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints. His story is both stirring and sobering. Glenn bears his 
testimony about home teaching, tithing, and the transforming power 
of the Spirit. He talks about his addiction to alcohol, the miracle of the 
Atonement, and the reality that God does answer prayers. 

Item #: DBSB5114016
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Us and Them

Angered by the barrage of attacks on his faith and desperate for answers, 
Bryan Hall, a devout Mormon, travels into the heart of the Bible Belt to 
discover for himself what it means to be a “Christian.” The world he discovers 
is more terrifying and heartwarming than he ever could have imagined. 
Somewhere between the growing movement to establish a Christian 
Nation and those who believe Christ’s Kingdom is not of this world, the lines 
between fanaticism and devotion are easily blurred.
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Item #: CVSB2778043
List Price: $4.99
Cost: $3.25

Title: When the White House Comes to Zion

Take an entertaining journey through time as you discover the 
stories behind the events that brought American presidents to 
the Zion of the West.

Item #: CMSB1673
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Whisper Island
Years after a heartbreaking romance, the aging Christine (Reb 
Fleming) presides over a ranch on the brink of foreclosure. So it’s up 
to her trusty niece Sam (Lauren McKnight) and sidekick J.T. (Austin 
Archer) to save the day by finding a buried Civil War treasure. While 
the teen duo searches for the fabled reward, they piece together an 
amazing story that offers clues to Christine’s tragic past in this rousing 
family adventure.

Item #: RLEG8013907
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Where the Red Fern Grows

Where the Red Fern Grows is the heartwarming and adventurous tale for 
all ages about a young boy and his quest for his own red-bone hound 
hunting dogs. Set in the Ozark Mountains during the Great Depression, 
Billy Coleman works hard and saves his earnings for 2 years to achieve his 
dream of buying two coonhound pups. He develops a new trust in God as he 
faces overwhelming challenges in adventure and tragedy roaming the river 
bottoms of Cherokee country with “Old Dan” and “Little Ann.”

Item #: CVSB2777997
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: We Believe Song Along-Articles of Faith

We’ve taken the colorful and fun illustrations of Jennette 
Guymon-King (the co-author of the bestselling Primary Partners 
series) and combined them with Robert C. Bowden’s beautiful 
arrangements of the 13 Articles of Faith songs. Then we put it all 
together in a karaoke sing-along that you can play on your DVD 
player! 

Item #: RLEG20022
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Walking Thunder

In the 1850’s, a young boy and his family on their way West become 
stranded in the Rockies. With the help of a local mountain man, 
a Sioux medicine man, and a legendary bear knows as “Walking 
Thunder,” the boy learns to become a man, and his family’s survival 
is secured. Brian Keith narrates this family western adventure, which 
won a Silver Award at the WorldFest Film Festival.

Item #: DBSB4981459
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: What’s In Your Backpack? 

John Bytheway has been presenting assemblies in high schools, junior 
high schools and even elementary schools for over a decade. He 
was recently invited to speak at the National Association of Student 
Councils convention where he received a standing ovation. Finally, 
this presentation has been recorded on DVD
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Item #: RLEG959002
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Wild Stallion

A story about two girls, CJ and Hanna. CJ lives on a ranch, Hanna 
comes to visit and decides to photograph wild horses for a school 
project. The girls become great friends and learn of a plot that might 
jeopardize the mustangs.

Item #: DBSB5027311
List Price: $19.95
Cost: $12.95

Title: Why - Powerful Answers & Practical Reasons For Living LDS 
Standards*
Based on the book by John Hilton III and Anthony Sweat, the 
DVD companion to Why? answers the questions our youth ask 
about daily life and backs them up using quotes from Church 
leaders, informative real-life stories, and colorful graphics to 
engage the minds of teenagers. 

Item #: RLEG20032
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Wind Dancer

When a young girl is injured by a riding accident, she overcomes her 
injury with the help of her family and her beloved horse.

Item #:  DBSB4933
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Work & The Glory Vol. 1 - Pillar Of Light*

Adapted from Gerald N. Lund’s best selling series, The Work 
and the Glory is a moving love story set against the backdrop 
of religious intolerance on the American frontier of the early 
1800’s.

Item #: RLEG20082
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: Wolf Mountain

Three children are kidnapped by escaped convicts and end up in a 
forrest, where they are released. They then have to elude the convicts 
when they return. They are aided by a wolf who is an Indian spirit who 
sometimes takes a human form.

Item #: DBSB4984413
List Price: $12.95
Cost: $8.25

Title: Work & The Glory Vol. 3 - House Divided*

For three years families have experienced together the tragedies 
and triumphs that surrounded Joseph Smith and a vision that 
would change the world. Now you can complete your collection 
of this epic trilogy with The Work and the Glory III: A House 
Divided!
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Item #: RLEG53391
List Price: $9.95
Cost: $6.50

Title: Work and the Story

It is July, 2000 Richard Dutcher, the man who pioneered “Mormon Cinema” 
with his film “God’s Army” is MISSING and PRESUMED DEAD!! Three amateur 
Mormon Filmmakers: Judy Shumway, Peter Beuhmann and Kevin Evans 
individually set out to make their first feature-length films to take Dutcher’s 
place as the next “Mormon Spielberg”. Who will win? Who will lose? Who will 
find Richard? And does everyone want Richard found?!?!

Item #: CMSB3431
List Price: $7.95
Cost: $5.17

Title: You’re So Cupid
Fraternal twin sisters Emma and Lilly are as different as night and 
day. Emma, the beautiful blonde tomboy, would rather be riding a 
horse than anything else in the world. While Lilly, her shy redheaded 
twin, loves to be left alone to curl up with a good book. Inseparable 
since the day they were born, Emma and Lilly have an insatiable 
desire to play matchmaker, even though they’ve never fallen in love            
themselves. 

Item #: DBSB5082347
List Price: $21.95
Cost: $13.15

Title: Zack & Zoey Explore the Articles of Faith

Join Zack and his sister, Zoey, as they explore each Article of Faith. 
Charming illustrations and animation bring the doctrine to life in a 
way that children will understand and enjoy. Sing the Articles of Faith! 
•All-new Articles of Faith songs by Lex de Azevedo 
•Sing along with the children’s choir and orchestra 
•Songs are inspiring, playful, and easy to remember!




